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Abstract

Since 2008, the ADEME and the OFCE are involved in a research

convention to develop the model Three-ME. This document provides a

full description of new version of the model. Three-ME is a new model

of the French economy especially designed to evaluate the medium and

long term impact of environmental and energy policies at the macroe-

conomic and sector levels. To do so Three-ME combines two important

features. Firstly, it has the main characteristics of neo-Keynesian models

by assuming a slow adjustment of e�ective quantities and prices to their

notional level, an endogenous money supply, a Taylor rule and a Philips

curve. Compared to standard multi-sector CGEM, this has the advan-

tage to allow for the existence of under-optimum equilibria such as the

presence of involuntary unemployment. Secondly, Three-ME is a hybrid

model in the sense that it combines the top-down approach of general

equilibrium macroeconomic models with elements of bottom-up models

of energy models developed by engineers. As in bottom-up models, the

amount of energy consumed is related to their use, that is the number of

buildings or cars, and the energy class to which they belong. This hypoth-

esis is more realistic compared to the assumption made in the majority of

top-down models where energy consumption is usually directly related to

income through a nested structure of utility function.
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1 Introduction

Top-down Computable General Equilibrium Models (CGEM) are often used
to evaluate a wide range of economic problems. They have the advantage to
combine tractability with a high level of detail, being able to distinguish di�erent
countries, goods, type of consumer, etc1 . Particularly important for the analysis
of the economic impact of environmental and energy policy, they often account
for an important number of sectors: e.g. GREEN has 11 sectors (Burniaux
et al., 1992), GEMINI-E3 has 18 sectors of which 5 energy sectors (Bernard and
Vielle, 2008), GEM-E3 has 14 sectors (Capros et al., 1997), IMACLIM-S has 10
sectors (Ghersi and C., 2009).

But CGEM have two important drawbacks. First, they rely on very restric-
tive assumptions relative to the functioning of the economy especially in the
short and medium run. CGEM are supply models where the hypothesis of per-
fect price �exibility and money neutrality often insures the full and optimal use
of production factors and thus rule out permanent or transitory under-optimum
equilibrium such as the presence of involuntary unemployment. They neglect,
the dynamic e�ects of the demand side, and especially the multiplier e�ect of
the public investment, by assuming a total eviction between private and public
spendings. This result is due to the hypothesis that the interest rate insures the
equilibrium betwen investment and savings, in a framework where the money
supply is exogenous. Neo-Keynesian macroeconomic models, also called Aggre-
gate Demand-Aggregate Supply (AS-AD) models, try to give a more realistic
representation of the actual functioning of the economy taking explicitly into
account slow adjustments of prices and quantities, an endogenous money sup-
ply, thus allowing for permanent or transitory under-optimum equilibrium. This
e�ort seems to have a cost in terms of the disaggregation level which is often
limited. This is typically the case for currently running macroeconomic models
for the French economy: e.g. MESANGE of the French ministry of Economy
has three sectors (Allard-Prigent et al., 2002), E-Mod of the OFCE (Chauvin
et al., 2002) and MASCOTTE of the French central bank (Baghli et al., 2004)
have only one. However, earlier versions of these models in the 1980's and 1990's
had a higher level of disaggregation, between 6 and 8 products (see Economie et
Prévision, 1998). But still, neo-Keynesian macroeconomic models generally do
not distinguish between the di�erent types of energy or of transport which are
particularly important for the assessment of environmental and energy policy2.
They are thus likely to neglect the e�ect of activity transfers in terms of growth
and employment from high to low intensive energy sectors.

A second limit particularly important for the analysis of the economic impact
of environmental and energy policy is that CGEM provide an insu�cient repre-
sentation of endogenous energy e�ciency phenomena3. For instance, households

1For a survey on CGEM see Brécard et al. (2006); Böhringer and Löschel (2006)
2NEMESIS is an exception with 30 sectors covering 16 European countries (Brécard et al.,

2006)
3This limit explains partially why existing models have trouble to represent and model

realistically energy and environmental issues as recently acknowledge by a recent FP7 re-
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consumption behaviors are generally represented through a nested structure of
utility function which de�nes a simple correlation between the level of consump-
tion of each goods and the revenue. The model does not include saturation point
in the consumption of the households. The link between consumption and rev-
enue is often log-linear, that is linear in relative terms: a 1% increase in the real
revenue leads to a 1% increase in the consumption of each goods. To account
for non-linearities, it is usual to introduce a Linear Expenditure System (LES)
utility function . A LES speci�cation assumes that a share of the base year
consumption is incompressible and therefore the relation between income and
consumption is not linear anymore. This speci�cation allows for the distinction
between consumption of necessity and luxurious goods.

Although the LES utility function improves the realism of the modeling of
consumption behavior, it still rely on the theoretical representation that each
good provides a direct utility to households. This is not a realistic assump-
tion for certain goods such as energy. As formalized theoretically by Lancaster
(Lancaster, 1966)(1971) and applied certain hybrid models (Laitner and Han-
son, 2006), households do not consume energy for their direct utility but rather
for the service they provide when combined with a capital goods such as a car
or a house. There is no point buying gasoline if one does not have a car. A
more realistic theoretical representation is therefore to assume that energy is
an input used in combination with di�erent types of capital in a households
production function. This representation accounts for the fact that in reality
certain services are not always externally purchased by households but rather
directly produced by them. This is typically the case for transports. Households
can directly purchase a transportation service produced by an activity such as
public transport. Alternatively, they can invest in a capital by purchasing a car
and buy the necessary amount of gasoline that ful�lls their needs.

Compared to the assumption made in standard top-down representation,
there is hardly any direct utility from energy alone. This is of course di�erent
for other goods, although many commodities have similar properties to energy.
For instance, a big share of water consumption is related to the use of appli-
ances. The number of appliances generally depends on the number of houses.
The amount construction material used is closely related to the size of the house.
Relating the consumption of these goods directly to the revenue, as assumed in
the standard top-down representation, may therefore lead to unrealistic results,
where the consumptions expressed in physical units exceed their saturation lev-
els. Indeed, it is unlikely that an household will ever decide to buy 6 cars,
10 washing machines or to heat its house at 35°C even if it becomes richer in
the future. Because of their monetary representation, one cannot exclude that
standard top-down CGEMs produce such unrealistic development in the long

search proposal (ENV.2012.6.1-2) on the �Development of advanced techno-economic modeling
tools for assessing costs and impacts of mitigation policies� that states: �Currently available
[techno-economic modeling] tools have relevant limitations such as the di�culty to represent
pervasive technological developments, the di�culty to represent non-linearities, thresholds
and irreversibility, and the insu�ciently developed representation of economic sectors with a
signi�cant potential for mitigation and resource e�ciency.�
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run due to the general increase of the standard of living. Only a physical (along
with a monetary) representation allows for the inclusion of realistic �oor and
ceiling in the consumption of certain goods.

Three-ME (Multi-sector Macroeconomic Model for the Evaluation of Envi-
ronmental and Energy policy) is a new model of the French economy devel-
oped by the ADEME, OFCE and TNO. Its main purpose is to evaluate the
impact of environmental and energy policy measures on the economy at the
macroeconomic and sectoral levels. Moreover it has the ambition to overcome
the two limitation of standard top-down CGEM pointed above by introducing
neo-Keynesian features such as inertia in price and quantities and bottom-up
features in the modeling of consumption behavior.

Having the general structure of neo-Keynesian macroeconomic models, Three-
ME seems more realistic than the standard CGEM for describing the actual dy-
namic of the economy at least in the short and medium run. In the long run, the
model is neo-classical in the sense of Solow (Solow, 1956) since it converges to-
ward a steady states where all variables grow at a constant rate. Disaggregated
in 37 sectors with an explicit distinction between 13 types of energy sources and
�ve types of transports, it allows for the neo-Keynesian short/medium term
macroeconomic modeling approach to catch-up with the most advanced CGEM
in terms of sectoral analysis. In addition, its hybrid structure regarding the
speci�cation of the behavior of households overcomes the restrictions imposed
by nested utility approach assumed in standard CGEM.

Compare to the previous version of the model (Callonnec et al., 2011; Reynès
et al. 2011), the following important improvements were made:

� The 4 energy sectors of the previous version (coal, petroleum, electricity
and gas) have been subdivided into 13 sectors in order to better account
for the impact of renewable energy.

� The model distinghishes now commodities from activities: the number of
activities is not equal to the number of commodities and each activity can
potentially produce any commodity. This is typically the case for energy
sectors that may produce the same commodity. For instance, the com-
modity electricity is produced by several activities: nuclear, wind, solar,
etc. Another exemple is the activity agriculture that produces several
commodities: agricultural product, food, biofuel and biogas.

� Because of access restriction to National account investment data, invest-
ment decisions were modeled for the all the private sector. We now use
detailed investment data disaggregated by sector and therefore identify a
speci�c investment pattern for each activity.

� The modeling of households' behaviors has been improved. The number of
households has increases from 1 to 5, classi�ed by quintile of revenue. In
the previous version, only 2 energy classes (e�cient and other) for build-
ings and cars were distinguished. The new version includes 7 energy classes
for buildings and cars that follows the standard A to G classi�cation. The
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link between energy consumption and stock was rather ad hoc since we
assumed a loglinear negative correlation between energy consumption and
the share of the e�cient stock. The level of energy consumption (and
thus of CO2 emissions) is now directly related to the type of buildings or
cars and is also expressed in physical units. Finally, the arbitrage between
the di�erent classes of investments is not directly a function of price of
energy but of the relative user cost of each investment which includes the
expected energy related costs.

Section 2 presents a non technical overview of the model by summarizing its
main characteristics. Section 3 describes the demand and supply equilibrium
and the way adjustment processes are speci�ed. Section 4 describes the supply
side. Section 5 and 6 presents respectively the household and the labor market
equations. In each sectors, the wage equation is an augmented Phillips curve
including possible hysteresis phenomena. Under the assumption of full hystere-
sis, this speci�cation has the same properties as a Wage Setting (WS) curve in
level. Section 7 presents the external trade equations. Section 8 describes the
price structure and how �rms in each sector determine their production price.
The behavior of the European Central Bank (ECB) about the determination of
the interest rate is also presented. Section 9 treats the public administrations
equation block. Section 10 describes the way GreenHouse Gases (GHG) emis-
sions are modeled. Appendix A describes the long term properties of the model.
Appendix B derives the optimality program of the producer and the consumer
assuming a generalized CES (GCES) production and utility function. Appendix
C provides all the equations of the model and Appendix D provides a glossary
of the terms used.

2 Overview of the model

The overall structure of the model is schematized in Figure 1. In the short term,
Three-ME has the main characteristics of a standard neo-Keynesian macroeco-
nomic AS-AD model in an open economy. An important one is that demand
determines supply. The demand is composed of (intermediate and �nal) con-
sumption, investment and export whereas the supply comes from imports and
the domestic production. As a feed-back with eventually some lags, the sup-
ply a�ects the demand through several mechanisms. The level of production
determines the quantity of inputs used by the �rms and thus the quantity of
their intermediate consumptions and investment which are two components of
the demand. It determines the level of employment as well and consequently
the households' �nal consumption. Another e�ect of employment on demand
goes through the wage setting via the unemployment rate which is also deter-
mined by the active population. The active population is mainly determined
by exogenous factors such as demography but also by endogenous factors: be-
cause of discouraged worker e�ects, the unemployment rate may a�ect the labor
participation rate and thus the active population.
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Figure 1: Overall structure of Three-ME

The unemployment rate is an important determinant of the wages dynamic
which is de�ned by a Phillips curve. The in�ationary property of the model is
determined by the feedbacks between wages, production cost and prices. Prices
are assumed to adjust slowly to their optimum level that corresponds to a mark-
up over marginal costs. In the short term, the mark-up accounts for the tensions
between production capacities (supply) and demand, which is a classical market
property. Consequently, wages, which a�ect production costs, a�ect directly
prices. Prices have in return an impact on wages because they are indexed
on the consumer price in�ation. Production costs are also directly a�ected by
prices via the cost of intermediate consumptions and of investment.
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This dynamic between wages, costs and prices a�ects the demand through
several canals. Wages a�ect the household consumption because they are an
important part of their income. Prices and costs a�ect pro�ts and thus sectors'
debts level. But they a�ect the households' consumption and investment too
because they �nance a part of the private debt of the economy.

Another canal is the monetary policy which is de�ned by a Taylor rule. The
European central bank determines the interest rate level based on the Euro-
pean in�ation and unemployment. This has an e�ect on the demand via the
negative e�ect of the real interest rate on consumption and investment. Thus,
in this model, interest rate is not directly determined by the equilibrium be-
tween investment and saving as generally assumed in the CGEM Models (see
e.g. Shoven and Whalley, 1992). This is an important feature because the
optimum cannot automatically be reached if this hypothesis does not prevail.
In most CGE models, all incomes are spent, since all the savings �nances in-
stantaneously invesment. Combined with the hypothesis of a perfect prices
�exibility, this assumption ensure that there is no demand constraint and that
all the production factors are used (that is why there is no unvoluntary unem-
ployment, unless there are some exogenous rigidities on the labor market). In
neo-keynesian models, the equality between investment and savings is not en-
sured by the interest rate �exibility anymore. Therefore, the investment is not
determined by the amount of savings. It depends on both the demand and the
price of capital. The savings level adjusts to the level of investment, thanks to
the �uctuations of the activity. In that case, investment is implicitly �nanced
by monetary creation, that is by the credits o�ered by banks. Therefore the
money is endogenous since investment depends on demand. As a consequence,
in a context of prices rigidities and unvoluntary unemployment, a demand shock
may have a positive e�ect on the production level in the short and medium terms
since it in�uences the investment level, and therefore the amount of available
capital factor. Money is not neutral anymore. The eviction e�ect of the public
spendings is not total, since the global amount of investment is not �xed by a
exogenous propensity to save. Nevertheless, there is generally an eviction e�ect
because investment entails in�ation and unemployment reduction, which lead
to an increase in interest rate. In the long term, the public spending has a
permanent and positive e�ect on the production level, if the direct and indirect
incomes generated by the public investments are superior to the debt reimburs-
ment and interest charges (that is the money destruction). In that case, one
can concieve that climate change policy may provide some long term bene�ts,
if the Net Present Value of the induced investments is positive and if the global
variation of investment is positive or compensated by a reduction of the trade
de�cit or an increase in consumption due to a better labor intensity.
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Table 1: Sectoral disaggregation in Three-ME
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The dynamic of prices is the driver of the substitution mechanisms of the
model. The evolution of relative prices between imported and domestic goods
de�nes the repartition between imported and domestic products to satisfy the
internal (consumption and investments) and external (export) demand. The
evolution of relative prices between types of goods and services de�nes the
structure of consumption of the economy. Importantly for the analysis of envi-
ronmental and energy policies, it de�nes the share of each energy and transport
into (intermediate and �nal) consumptions.

Three-ME accounts for 5 types of households ranked according to their rev-
enue decile. It also explicitly distinguishes between �ve types of transports and
four types of energy (resp. red and yellow lines in Table 1). Energy intensity was
the main criterion for the selection of the 24 sectors. In order to better account
for the impact of renewable energy, the 4 energy sectors (coal, petroleum, elec-
tricity and gas) have been subdivided into 13 sub-sectors. This relatively high
level of disaggregation is important to capture the complexity of the substitu-
tion mechanisms involved after a change in the relative price between energies.
For instance, an increase in the oil price tends to lead to substitution from oil
to the other energy in several ways. In addition to direct substitutions by pro-
ducer and consumer, indirect e�ects occur via the increase of the production
price of oil intensive sectors. This leads to intermediate and �nal consumptions
structure less oil intensive. The decrease of the use of transport by road would
be the most typical example.

Three-ME accounts also for endogenous energy e�ciency and sobriety e�ects.
In contrast with the substitution mechanisms, the reduction of a given energy
consumption due to e�ciency and sobriety e�ects does not imply the increase of
the use of another energy. Sobriety consists in refraining from consuming energy
by for instance staying home during the weekend instead of taking the car or
by lowering the heating temperature in the house. In general, sobriety leads to
a decrease in the welfare of the consumer. In contrast, in the case of e�ciency,
the same welfare is achieved with a lower quantity of energy. Energy e�ciency
implies an investment in a more e�cient technology by for instance switching
from a high to a low oil consumption car or by using more e�cient insulation
techniques for the house. In the model, endogenous e�ciency phenomena are
introduced through an explicit distinction between several types of housing and
automobile investments, classi�ed according to their energy consumption.

In Three-ME, e�ciency and sobriety phenomenas decrease the consumer
price since the share of energy into consumption decreases (see Section 5). This
allows for directly capturing the so-called �rebound e�ect� in consumption be-
havior often observed at the micro level (Bentzen, 2004; Sorrell et al., 2009).
There is a rebound e�ect when the e�ective energy saving from an investment
in energy e�ciency is less than the energy saving expected ex ante because the
consumer uses a part of the reduction of her energy bill to increase her energy
consumption. A typical example is the case of certain poor households who live
in badly insulated houses and set a low heating temperature to reduce their
energy bill. After an insulation investment, they will have the tendency to in-
crease the heating temperature of their house keeping their energy bill more or
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less constant. This e�ect is explicitly taken into account in the model: an energy
e�ciency investment decreases the consumer price and thus increases the real
income which leads to a higher level of (energy) consumption.

It is also important to mention that Three-ME is a hybrid model since it
combines the top-down approach of general equilibrium macroeconomic models
with elements of bottom-up models of energy "engineer" models. The top-down
structure presented above gives the macroeconomic consistency and allows for
taking into account the feedback between price and quantity that are generally
absent in the bottom-up models where prices are exogenous. As in bottom-up
models, the amount of energy consumed households is related to their use, that
is to say to the number of buildings or cars, and the energy class to which they
belong. There are limits on the number of vehicles or housing per households,
energy consumption per vehicle or per housing which avoid to simulate unre-
alistic rebound or wealth e�ects. This framework di�ers from the majority of
top-down models where energy consumption is usually directly related to income
through a nested structure of utility function and not expressed in physical units
which may lead to unrealistic representation of the future (e.g. heating temper-
ature to 35 º C in the house, 5 cars per person). We therefore believe that this
hybrid setting is particularly important for the analysis of environmental policy
where the time horizon is long.

The short and medium run dynamic is largely driven by the demand side
through multiplier and accelerator mechanisms. Because of the slow adjustment
of price and quantity to their optimal value, the allocation of production factors
is sub-optimal in the short and medium run. The long term is driven by the
supply constrain. All adjustment processes are achieved: there is no error of
anticipation and the e�ective quantities coincide with the optimal ones. The
prices are fully adjusted and all markets are in equilibrium. The unemploy-
ment reaches its structural level. The economy thus converges toward a stable
equilibrium growth path à la Solow (1956) where all real variables grow at the
same rate de�ned as the sum of the growth rate of the technical progress and
of the population. Therefore per capita real variables grow at the same rate as
the technical progress. All prices grow at the rate of in�ation which is de�ned
by the exogenous rate of in�ation in the rest of the world. The endogenous
dynamic of the model is determined by capital accumulation of households and
�rms, the speci�cation of the anticipation and of the adjustment dynamic.

Three-ME aims also to overcome the restriction imposed by nested Constant
Elasticity of Substitution (CES) functions by assuming a more �exible form of
the production function. This is a clear di�erence with most CGEM where the
technology is generally represented by a series of nested CES production function
(e.g. Bernard and Vielle 2008; Burniaux et al. 1992). Nested CES functions
proposed by Sato 1967 have the advantage to allow for di�erent elasticities
of substitutions between production factors that are not in the same nested
structure. But within the same CES, the elasticity of substitution is common
to all factors. For instance, if several energy inputs are represented within the
same CES, the elasticity of substitution is the same between all these energy
inputs. This may be a very strong assumption in some cases. Three-ME does
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not impose this restriction by assuming a �exible function where the elasticity of
substitution is not necessary common between all the inputs of the same nested
structure. This allows for changing easily the hypotheses about the value of
elasticity of substitutions without having to change the structure of the nest.

Three-ME model is programmed on the E-views 7 package software and sim-
ulated with the Broyden algorithm. Two version of the model can be simulated.
The "analytic" version uses the standard Linear Expenditure System (LES)
utility function to model the consumption of every commodities (including cars,
transport and housing investments). This gives a benchmark particularly use-
ful to test the consistency of the model and its basic properties. In particular,
this version allows for testing the consistency of the data, of the calibration
of parameters and variables and of the model speci�cation with the standard
assumption of stable equilibrium growth path à la Solow (1956). Indeed, with
a LES hypothesis, and in the absence of error of parametrization and speci�-
cation, the model can simulate a stable equilibrium growth path from the �rst
period onward (see Appendix A). Implementing standard shock allows to see if
the dynamic is consistent with a stable path. In the hybrid version, the mod-
eling of the household include bottom-up elements for the consumption of car,
transport, housing and energy. The other commodities are still modeled using
the LES hypothesis.

3 Demand and supply equilibrium and adjust-

ment processes

The demand and supply equilibrium simply models the national account equi-
librium. The base year 2006 has been calibrated on the input-output tables
and resources and uses tables of the French national accounts (available on
www.insee.fr). In order to derive price indexes, each variables (GDP, consump-
tion, investment, etc.) are de�ned in value and in volume (see Appendix C-1).
For calibration convenience, each prices are calibrated to unity.

Compared to standard walrasian CGEMs, the equality between supply and
demand is not achieved through the perfect �exibility of prices and quantities.
In coherence with a neo-keynesian framework, prices and quantities are sticky
and supply is determined by demand. Although we assume, for simplicity, that
producer are always able to match the demand, supply shortages are taken into
account by assuming that they increase the production price.

For quantity and prices, the adjustment process and expectations are speci-
�ed according to the following equations:

ln(Xt) = λX0 .ln(Xn
t ) + (1− λX0 )(ln(Xt−1) + ∆ln(Xe

t )) (1)

∆ln(Xe
t ) = λX1 .∆ln(Xe

t−1)+λX2 .∆ln(Xt−1)+λX3 .∆ln(Xn
t )+λX4 .∆ln(Xt+1) (2)

Where Xt is the e�ective value of a given variable (e.g. the production price,
labor, capital, etc), Xn

t its notional (or desired) level, Xe
t its expected (antic-

ipated) value at period t. The �rst equation assumes a geometric adjustment
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process. The taking into account of the anticipation warrants that in the long
run the e�ective variables converge to their desired levels. The second equation
assumes a general speci�cation for expectation that combines backward-looking
and forward-looking expectation. We assume further that in the long run ex-

pectations are accurate:
4∑
i=1

λXi = 1. The above speci�cation is simple and

relatively general since it can be calibrated to match other usual speci�cation
such as Error Correction Model (ECM). We also assume that substitution e�ect
adjust slowly:

SUBST_Xt = λX5 .SUBST_X
n
t + (1− λX5 ).SUBST_Xt−1 (3)

The above three equations allows for a rich set of adjustment processes since
they introduce di�erent types of rigidity, i.e. on price and quantity, on expec-
tations, and on substitution mechanisms. To illustrate, let us describe more
speci�cally the case of labor (L) by introducing the notional labor demand and
notional substitution e�ects (see Appendix C and D for more explanations on
terms and notations):

∆lna,t = ∆ya,t −∆progLa,t + ∆SUBST_La,t (4)

∆SUBST_Lna,t = −ηKLa ϕKa,t−1∆(cLa,t − cKa,t)− ηLEa ϕEa,t−1∆(cLa,t − pEa,t)
− ηLMj ϕMat

a,t−1∆(cLa,t − pMat
a,t )

These notional value are those the producer would like to reach immediately
if there were no adjustment constraint. Because of adjustment costs, we assume
that this process takes time. We introduce inertia in substitution mechanisms to
account for the fact that the impact of substitution is generally slower than the
impact of production on the demand for inputs. Assuming that the adjustment
process is de�ned according to Equations (1), (2) and (3), the full dynamic for
labor is de�ned by the three following additional relations:

ln(La,t) = λL0 .ln(Lna,t) + (1− λL0 )ln(La,t−1 + ∆ln(Lea,t))

∆ln(Lea,t) = λL1 .∆ln(Lea,t−1) + λL2 .∆ln(La,t−1) + λL3 .∆ln(Lna,t) + λL4 .∆ln(La,t+1)

SUBST_La,t = λL5 .SUBST_L
n
a,t + (1− λL5 ).SUBST_La,t−1

For the sake of concision, the representation of adjustment dynamic [Equa-
tions (1), (2) and (3)] is not reproduced for each variable. Only notional vari-
ables are presented in the rest of the document.

4 The producer

4.1 Domestic production

Three-ME assumes that each activities (or sectors) may produce more than
one commodities. For instance the commodity electricity is produced by several
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sector (nuclear, wing, etc.). Therefore the production of commodity c by activity
a is:

Y c,a = ϕc,aY Qc (5)

Y Qc and ϕc,a are respectively the aggregate (domestic) production of com-
modity c and the share of commodity c produced by activity a. Therefore the
aggregate production of activity a is:

Y a =
∑
c

Y c,a (6)

4.2 Demand for production factors

As shown in Figure 2, the production structure is decomposed in three levels.
The �rst level assumes a technology with four production factors (or inputs)
sometimes referred as a KLEM (Capital, Labor, Energy, Material) technology,
thus splitting intermediary consumptions into energy and material. Compared
to most existing models, we do not necessarily assume a Constant Elasticity of
Substitution (CES) between these factors. For instance the elasticity of substi-
tution between capital and labor may di�er from the one between capital and
energy. To do so we use a generalized CES (GCES) function (see Appendix B).
We added a �fth element in the �rst level: the transport and commercial mar-
gins. Stricto sensus, they cannot be considered as production factors since they
intervene after the production process. Thus they are not substitutable with the
production factors. But they are closely related to the level of production since
once a good has been processed, it has to be transported and commercialized.
At the second level, the investment, energy, material and margins aggregates
are further decomposed. The investment level is determined by the capital stock
assuming a constant depreciation ratio. At the third level, the demand for each
factor or margin is either imported or produced domestically. The generalized
CES function is also used to capture substitutions e�ect at the levels 2 and 3.
Moreover, we assume at each level a degree 1 homogenous function, that is a
constant return-to-scale technology.

Appendix B shows that the cost minimizing program of the �rm in the case
of a constant return-to-scale GCES technology leads to the following notional
production factors (or) demand (Equation 125):

∆I
Input_n
j,a = ∆ya −∆progInputj,a + ∆SUBST_iInputj,a (7)

∆SUBST_Input_nj,a,t = −
J∑

j′=1
j′ 6=j

ηj,j′ϕj′,a,t−1∆(pInputj,a,t − p
Input
j′,a,t ) (8)

with ϕja =
P Inputj,a .IInputj,a∑
j P

Input
a,j .IInputj,a

and j = {K,L,E,M}
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Figure 2: Production structure of Three-Me

whereInputj,a and I
nput_n
j,a is the e�ective and notional demand of input h

(KLEM) in sector a, ηj,a the elasticity of substitution between the production
factors j and j' in sector a, P rogj,a the technical progress of input j in sector a,
ϕvalj′,a the value share of input j into the production of sector a. The superscript
n refers to the adjective �notional� as opposed to �e�ective� as de�ned by neo-
Keynesian disequilibrium theory (e.g. see Benassy 1975). The notional demand
is the optimal demand of the �rm derived from its maximization program. We
may also use the adjective �desired� since it would be the demand the �rm would
like to achieve immediately if there were no constrains such as adjustment costs.

The above input demand is replicated for the four KLEM production factors:
Inputj,a = [Ka;La;Ea;Mat

a ], referring respectively to capital, labor, energy and
material. In the case of material, relation 7 can be interpreted as the equation of
the Leontief technical coe�cients which corresponds to the input to production
ratio I

nput_n
j,a /Ya. Unlike the Leontief model, they may here vary over time

because of substitution mechanisms between inputs and because of the technical
progress.

The investment in sector a (IAa,t) is calculated by inverting the capital
accumulation equation assuming a constant depreciation rate (δa,t) of capital:

IAa,t=Ka,t + (1− δa).Ka,t−1 (9)

The depreciation rate is calibrated on national account data by inverting
Equation [9], using the net �xed capital stock data for capital and the gross
�xed capital formation data for investment.

Because of access restriction to National account investment data, invest-
ment decisions were initially modeled for the all the private sector. We now use
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detailed investment data disaggregated by sector and therefore identify a speci�c
investment pattern for each activity. The commodity type c investment in ac-
tivity a is speci�ed by assuming that all type of investments are complementary
(Leontief assumption):

∆iac,a = ∆iaa (10)

Labor is assuming homogenous inside each sector, and is thus not disaggre-
gated further.4 On the contrary, the aggregate of energy and material inputs
are disaggregated in a second level of production structure assuming a GCES
function. The demand for energy c and material c (per activity) are respectively:

∆ec,a = ∆ea + ∆SUBST_Ec,a (11)

∆SUBST_Enc,a,t = −
24∑

i′=21

ηc,c′ϕ
val
c′a,t−1∆(pEc,a,t − pEc′,a,t)

∆matc,a = ∆matc,a + ∆SUBST_MATc,a (12)

∆SUBST_MATnc,a,t = −
20∑
i′=1

ηc,c′ϕc′,a,t−1∆(pMat
c,a,t − pMat

c,′a,t)

In both cases, the demand for each type of energy and material is the func-
tion of the aggregates de�ned in the �rst level and of the relative prices between
types of energy and material. Note that here there is no distinction between
the e�ective and notional demand since we assume that the adjustment is in-
stantaneous (ec,a = enc,a). However there is still an adjustment dynamic for
substitution mechanisms.

Finally, in the third level, each type of investment products, energy and
material can be domestically produced or imported. As in Armington (1969),
a CES function is used to describe the possibilities of substitution between
imported and domestic goods. For instance, in the case of the demand for
imported and domestic energy c of the sector a, the speci�cation is:

∆emc,a,t = ∆ec,a,t + ∆SUBST_EMc,a,t (13)

∆SUBST_EMn
c,a,t = −ηcd,cmϕEMc,a,t−1∆(pEMc,t − pEDc,t )

∆edc,a = ∆ec,a + ∆SUBST_EDc,a (14)

∆SUBST_EDn
c,a,t = −ηcd,cmϕEDc,a,t−1∆(pEDc,t − pEMc,t )

4On the contrary, the JULIEN model (La�argue, 1996) applied to the French economy
distinguishes two types of worker quali�cation. As suggested by econometric studies (e.g.
Shadman-Mehta and Sneessens, 1995), this would allow to reproduce more accurately the
recent evolution in the industry sector by accounting for di�erent substitution pattern between
each kind of labor and capital, and biased technical progress in favor of less quali�ed labor.
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Figure 3: Energy production by source

4.3 The energy production

The production functions of the energetic subsectors (displayed in Figure 3) are
the same as the others, but the market share of each energy source is exoge-
nous. This assumption is realistic for the electricity production sector, since the
government delivers the authorizations for installing power plants (nuclear or
conventional ones).

We assume that the objectives given for the various renewable energy sources
are reached thanks to a policy of guaranteed purchases tari�s, �nanced by a tax
on energy consumption. This policy has already been enforced in France. Thus,
the renewable energy producers are insured to receive a public subvention per
KWh equal to the di�erence between the energy market price and the tari�,
which is �xed above their unitary cost of production. The tari�s are designed
to equalize the pro�t margins per unit of production in all sectors. Hence the
investment choices in energy sectors do not obey to the same market rules than
others. There are almost entirely determined by the public policy.

Like for other goods, the propensities to import the consumption or export
the production depend on both, their previous amounts and the distortions
between international and domestic prices.
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Technical progress has been introduced in the production functions of energy
sectors. It may be positive when the factors productivity is increasing thanks to
innovations (that is still the case in most renewable energy production sectors),
or negative, when the unitary costs of production increase due to stricter security
rules, as for nuclear power plant (the production cost of the third generation is
much more important than those of the second one). This e�ect is decreasing
over time.

The energetic mix in the base year has been parameterized with the data
from Department of Energy5. For each subsectors, the shares of labor, capital,
intermediary consumption, and fuel consumption, intio the production costs
have been parameterized with data from Department of Energy6 and the French
Environment and Energy Management Agency7 (ADEME)

4.4 Debt in the private sector

The dynamic of the debt in the private sector (Ds
t ) is determined by the accumu-

lation Equation 15, which depends on the gap between the private investment
spending and the Gross Operating Surplus (GOSt) :

Ds
t = Ds

t−1(1 +Rst ) + P invt Is −GOSsjt + FP taxt (15)

GOSst = P vat V At + SYt − IYt − LtWt(1 + TCSEt ) (16)

where SYt and IYt are respectively the subvention and tax on production.
Wt is the gross wage and (Rst ) the interest rate paid by the private sector. FP

tax
t

is the tax on pro�t , TCSEt the rate of employer social security contribution.

5 LES modeling of households'behaviour

In a �rst version of the model, we assume a Linear Expenditure System (LES)
utility function to model consumption decisions. This imply the demand for
every expenditures (including energy) is directly related to the income:

EXPnc,h.PEXPc,h = PEXPc,h.NEXPc,h + βEXPc,h [DISPINC_V ALh.(1−MPSh)(17)

−
∑
c

PNEXPc,h.NEXPc,h]

5Ministère de l'économie des �nances et de l'industrie, � l'énergie en France, repères �, col.
Chi�res clés, ed. 2006, 40 p. Ministère de l'économie des �nances et de l'industrie, � Bilan
énergétique de l'année 2006 de la France �, DGEMP, Observatoire de l'Energie, 2007, 25 p.

6Ministère de l'économie des �nances et de l'industrie, � Coût de référence de la production
électrique � décembre 2003, 163 p.

7In Numeri, � marchés, emplois et enjeu énergétique des activités liées à l'amélioration de
l'e�cacité énergétique et aux énergies renouvelables, situation 2008-2009 � perspectives 2010
�, ADEME, SEP, octobre 2010, 379 p.
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Where EXPnc,h is the notional demand for expenditure c by household h,
PEXPc,h the price of expenditure c by household h, NEXPc,h the necessary
(minimum) expenditure c by household h, DISPINC_V ALh household h's
disposable income, MPSh household h's marginal propension to save. The
household h's marginal propension to spend in commodity c (βEXPc,h ) is generaly
constant in a LES setting assuming implicitly an elastiscity of substitution of one
between comodities. In a more general case where the elastiscity of substitution
(ηLES_CES) can vary from zero to in�nity, it is possible to show that that
the marginal propension to spend is not constant and depends on the price of
expenditures:

∆βEXPc,h = (1− ηLES_CES).∆
PEXPc,h
PEXPCESh

(18)

PEXPCESh =

[∑
c

βEXPc,h,0 .PEXPc,h
(1−ηLES_CES)

] 1

1−ηLES_CES

(19)

6 An hybrid modeling of households'behaviour

The standard representation of the consumer maximization behavior used in
most top-down CGEM assumes that energy sources provide utility on their one.
Therefore their consumption is more or less proportional to their revenue be-
cause of the hypothesis of nested utility function. But in reality energy has no
use in itself. Households buy energy to ful�ll certain services such as housing
(heating and the functioning of equipments) or transport. Therefore the quan-
tity of energy consumed for heating purposes is more related to the size of the
house than directly to the revenue of households. Of course, rich households
generally have bigger houses and therefore their energy consumption will gener-
ally be higher. At the same time, one can expect that the energy consumption
per square meters will be lower for poor households since they are generally
more careful in trying to limit their energy bill. Indeed, micro data suggest that
the poor households tend to lower heating temperature in their houses. The
energy consumption per m² tends to increase with the income decile but within
limit since energy is more a necessity good than a luxury good. And hardly no
one wants a heating temperature in their house of 35 °C even very rich people.

One way to model this is to assume that the production of certain ser-
vices such housing and mobility is directly produced by households rather than
purchase externally. Therefore we specify explicitly a household's production
function for the services of housing and mobility (Figure 4). The block has two
main components: housing, transport. We assume further that the expenses
related to this production function is prioritary. For the other expenditures, we
use a standard LES which allows to model in a simple way the distinction be-
tween necessity/luxury goods. In this section, we only present the key equations
of our hybrid modeling of households block. The complete block is presented in
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Appendix C whereas all the notations used are de�ned in the glossary of terms
used (Appendix D).

Figure 4: Household's structure of expenditures

6.1 Building stock dynamic

We di�erentiate buildings according to their energy e�ciency class, k = {1,. . . ,K}.
We assume that the building stock of class k expressed in m² is driven by the
following dynamic:

∆BUILh,k,t = ϕNewBUILh,k (∆BUILh,t +BUILh,0,t) (20)

+

k−1∑
k′=0

REHABh,k′,k −
K∑

k′=k+1

REHABh,k,k′

−
k−1∑
k′=0

δBUILh,k,k′ BUILh,k,t−1 +

K∑
k′=k+1

δBUILh,k′,kBUILh,k′,t−1

BUILh,0,t =
∑
k

δBUILh,k,0 BUILh,k,t−1 (21)
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Where, for household h, BUILh,k,t is the building stock of class k, BUILh,t
the total building stock, BUILh,0,t the stock of buildings destroyed in the pre-
vious period and reconstructed in the current period. ϕNewBUILh,k is the share
of the new buildings constructed with a class k label (

∑
k

ϕNewBUILh,k = 1 ).

REHABh,k,k′ is the number of m² rehabilitated from class k to class k' (with
k < k′ and REHABh,k,k = 0), δBUILh,k′,k the depreciation (or downgrading) rate
from class k' to class k (with k′ > k ).

Equation (20) assumes that at each period t, the stock of buildings of class
k:

- Increases by the share of the new buildings constructed according to class
k standards: ϕNewBUILh,k (4BUILh,t +BUILh,0,t).

- Increases by the amount of rehabilitated buildings from a lower class to

class k:
k−1∑
k′=0

REHABh,k′,k .

- Increase by the downgraded buildings from a higher class to class k:
K∑

k′=k+1

δBUILh,k′,kBUILh,k′,t−1

- Decreases by the amount of rehabilitated buildings from class k to a higher

class:
K∑

k′=k+1

REHABh,k,k′ .

- Decreases by the downgraded buildings from class k to lower class:
k−1∑
k′=0

δBUILh,k,k′ BUILh,k,t−1, where �class 0� refers to destroyed building.

We assume for simplicity that the number of buildings are related to the size
of the population:

∆builh = ∆poph + ∆m2percapitah (22)

Equations (20) and (21) are dynamically consistent since they imply that
K∑
k=1

BUILh,k,t = BUILh,t (provided this is veri�ed and correctly calibrated for

the initial period).
To provide a better intuition, the stock dynamic is charted in Figure 5.

Blue arrows represent the depreciation mechanism. As time goes along, high
energy classes loses e�ciency and gets downgraded until they gets eventually
destructed (pool BUILh,0,t). As in the model, this chart presents the gen-
eral case where the downgrading is possible to any lower class. In reality, this
process is generally gradual and buildings of high classes will go successively
to lower classes instead of been directly destructed. Orange arrows represent
the rehabilitation mechanism: by investing in renovation, households have the
possibility to increase the energy e�ciency of their house. Here too various
transitions are possible, e.g. from class 1 to 2, then from 2 to 3 or directly
from class 1 to 4. Naturally, the strongest the rehabilitation, the higher the
cost. Finally, black arrows represent the (re)-construction process. There are
new buildings because the total housing park increases (4BUIL) and because
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destroyed buildings (BUILh,0,t) are reconstructed. Here as well, although new
buildings are possible in any category, in practice, new construction follows high
energy e�ciency standards.

Figure 5: Overall structure of Three-ME

At each period, a proportion of the buildings of category k is rehabilitated:
τREHABh,k =

∑
k′
REHABh,k,k′/BUILh,k. This proportion may not be constant

over time. For instance, it may increase as the energy price increases because
this gives an incentive toward more energy e�ciency renovation. This can be
modeled by assuming that τREHABh,k is endogenous and depends on the user
cost of the building. Variation in that τREHABh,k may also be exogenous due to
the imposition of stricter energy e�ciency requirements embodied in τREHAB∗h,k .
Naturally, the proportion of the buildings that are renovated cannot exceed 1.
But it appears logical to assume that it has also a lower bound (τREHAB_lh,k )
to account for irreversibility phenomena: even if the energy price starts to go
down, it is possible that households will not lower their investment in energy
e�ciency. These considerations lead to the following speci�cation:

τREHABh,k = τREHAB∗h,k + ηh,k
UCREHABh,k

UCh,k

0 6 τ
REHAB_l
h,k 6 τREHABh,k 6 τ

REHAB_h
h,k 6 1 (23)

Where UCh,k is the user cost of buildings of type k and UCREHABh,k is the
user cost of the investment in the renovation of building k.

As explained previously, the rehabilitation of a building of a given class k
can be done to di�erent higher classes. It would be logical to assume that the
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choice between the higher classes is endogenous and depends on the relative cost
of each option of renovation. However, because of the lack of data, it is di�cult
to model and calibrate this arbitrage. Moreover, this choice may be strongly
determined by technical renovation standards with a small in�uence of relative
prices. Therefore, we assume that this choice is exogenous, that is the share of
class k buildings rehabilitated to class k' (ϕREHABk,k′ ) is exogenous:

REHABh,k,k′ = ϕREHABh,k,k′ .τREHABh,k BUILh,k,t−1 (24)

∑
k′

ϕREHABh,k,k′ = 1 (25)

In Equation (23), we assume that the proportion of the buildings of category
k to be rehabilitated depends on the user cost of buildings. We assume that
the latter corresponds to the annual cost of the investment (UCREHABh,k )which
consists of two components: (1) the annual cost of the investment itself including
eventual interests (UCK_REHAB

h,k ), (2) annual energy cost (UCE_REHABh,k ). This
leads to the following relation:

UCREHABh,k = UC
K_REHAB
h,k + UC

E_REHAB
h,k (26)

UC
E_REHAB
h,k =

K∑
k′=k+1

ϕREHABh,k,k′ .UCEh,k′ (27)

Regarding the decision of rehabilitating the house to a higher class, the above
user cost is compared to the user cost of a building remaining in class k:

UCh,k = UCKh,k + UCEh,k (28)

The annual investment and energy costs are de�ned by the following equa-
tions:

UC
K_REHAB
h,k = P

REHAB_δBUIL

h,k (R
CASH_REHAB
h,k (29)

+
R
LOAN_REHAB
h,k R

I_REHAB
h,k,t−1 LDREHAB

h,k

1− (1 +R
BUIL_REHAB
h,k,t−1 )−LD

REHAB
h,k

)

R
LOAN_REHAB
h,k = 1−RCASH_REHAB

h,k (30)

LDREHAB
h,k 5 1/δREHABh,k (31)
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UCKh,k = PREHABh,k,k δBUILh,k (RCASHh,k +
RLOANh,k R

I_BUIL
h,k,t−1 LDh,k

1− (1 +R
I_BUIL
h,k,t−1 )−LDh,k

) (32)

RLOANh,k = 1−RCASHh,k (33)

LDh,k 5 1/δBUILh,k (34)

δREHABh,k =

K∑
k′=k+1

ϕREHABh,k,k′ δBUILh,k′ (35)

δBUILh,k =

k−1∑
k′=0

δBUILh,k,k′ (36)

UCEh,k =

(
1 +

.

P
Ener_m²_e

h,k

)1/δBUILh,k

− 1

.

P
Ener_m²_e

h,k /δBUILh,k

.P
Ener_m2

h,k (37)

P
Ener_m²

h,k .BUILh,k = PENERBUIL.ENERh,k (38)
.

P
Ener_m²_e

h,k,t = λ
Ener_BUIL
0

.

P
Ener_m²_e

h,k,t−1 + (1− λEner_BUIL0 )
.

P
Ener_m²

h,k,t−1(39)

Where RCASHh,k is the share of investment that is paid cash, RLOANh,k the share
of investment that is paid with a loan, RIh,k the interest rate, LDh,k the duration

of the loan, PEner_BUILh,k the average energy price paid in type k buildings,

P
Ener_BUIL_e
h,k its expected value and ENERh,k the energy consumption in

buildings k. Note that 1/δBUILh,k is the average duration of the investment.

P
REHAB_δBUIL

h,k is the average price of the investment in renovation calculated
as follows:

P
REHAB_δBUIL

h,k =

K∑
k′=k+1

(
1−RSUBh,k,k′

)
ϕREHABh,k,k′ PREHABh,k,k′ δBUILh,k′ (40)

Where RSUBh,k is the (eventual) rate of subsidies on the investment in energy
e�ciency. The expenditures related to housing for buildings k at a given period
therefore includes the expenses related to the debt (interest and reimbursement),
the investment paid in cash and the cost of energy:
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EXP_HOUSINGV ALh,k = DEBT
REHAB_V AL
h,k,t−1 (R

I_REHAB
h,k,t−1 +R

RMBS_REHAB
h,k,t−1 ) (41)

+R
CASH_REHAB
h,k,t PREHABh,k REHABh,k

+DEBT
NewBUIL_V AL
h,k,t−1 (R

I_NewBUIL
h,k,t−1 +R

RMBS_NewBUIL
h,k,t−1 )

+R
CASH_NewBUIL
h,k,t .PNewBUILh,k .NewBUILh,k

+PENERh,k.ENERh,k

DEBT
REHAB_V AL
h,k,t = DEBT

REHAB_V AL
h,k,t−1 (1−RRMBS_REHAB

h,k,t−1 ) (42)

+R
LOAN_REHAB
h,k,t .PREHABh,k .REHABh,k

DEBT
NewBUIL_V AL
h,k,t = DEBT

NewBUIL_V AL
h,k,t−1 (1−RRMBS_NewBUIL

h,k,t−1 ) (43)

+R
LOAN_REHAB
h,k,t .PNewBUILh,k .NewBUILh,k

R
RMBS_X
h,k = 1/LDX

h,k

PREHABh,k .REHABh,k =
∑
k′

PREHABh,k,k′ .REHABh,k,k′ (44)

Where RRMBS
h,k is the rate of reimbursement of the debt. The evolution of

the debt is standard: it increases from the investment paid with a loan and
decreases with reimbursements). It is worth noticing that in the particular case
where the building stock is integrally pay with a loan (RCASHh,k =0 ), the rate of
reimbursement of the debt is equal to the depreciation ratio, (and the energy
costs are omitted), then debt is always equal to the value of the building stock
and the above equation collapse in the standard equation of the user cost of
capital: PREHABh,k (RIh,k,t−1 + δBUILk ).

The investment price for rehabiliation and new buildings is indexed on the
consumer price for commodities 13 (construction of building) :

4lnPREHABh,k,k′ = 4lnPCH13 (45)

4lnPNewBUILh,k = 4lnPCH13 (46)

6.2 Automobile and Transport

We assume that transport needs are mainly driven by demography. Therefore
the number of traveler-km increase proportionally with size of the population:
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∆kmtraveler
h = ∆poph (47)

∆kmtraveler
c,h = ∆kmtraveler

h (48)

∆expc,h = ∆kmtraveler
c,h (49)

Where KM traveler
h is total number of traveler-kms traveled by household h,

POPh the population size of households h, KM traveler
h,c is number of traveler-

km of type c transport (plane, train, etc.) traveled by household h, EXPc,h the
volume expenditure in type c transport spend by household h.

The above relations may not be be fully proportional since it may be a�ected
by trends: e.g. people may travel more in the future due to wealth increase; they
may switch from one type of transport to another. These trends are therefore
included in Equations 47 and 48.

The same logic applies for travels by cars. The number of traveler-kms trav-
eled by cars (KM traveler_auto

h ) is proporational to the total number of traveler-
kms (Equation 50). The number of automobile-kms (KMAUTO

h ) is proportional
to the number of traveler-kms traveled by cars (Equation 51). The number of
automobile (AUTOh) is proportional to the number of automobile-kms (Equa-
tion 52). Here as well, the inclusion of trends is possible.

∆km
traveler_auto
h = ∆kmtraveler

h (50)

∆kmAUTO
h = ∆km

traveler_auto
h (51)

∆autoh = ∆kmAUTO
h (52)

The modeling of transportation by car is quite similar to the one of hous-
ing. In particular, we use the same equations to describe the dynamic of the
automobile stock per energy class. However, it di�ers in two main respects:
(1) there is no energy e�ciency renovation; (2) an automobile is assumed to
remain in its energy class during all its life duration. Hence the downgrading
goes directly to destruction. Therefore, the equivalent of Equations 20 and 21
for the automobile stock is:

∆AUTOh,k,t = ϕNewAutoh,k (∆AUTOh,t +AUTOh,0,t) (53)

−δAUTOh,k AUTOh,k,t−1
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AUTOh,0,t =
∑
k

δAUTOh,k AUTOh,k,t−1 (54)

Where, for household h, AUTOh,k,t is the automobiles stock of class k,
AUTOh,t the total automobiles stock, AUTOh,0,t the stock of automobiles de-
stroyed in the previous period and reconstructed in the current period. ϕNewAutoh,k

is the share of the new cars constructed with a class k label (
∑
k

ϕNewAutoh,k = 1 ).

Equation (53) assumes that at each period t, the stock of cars of class k:
- increases by the share of the new cars constructed according to class k

standards: ϕNewAutoh,k (∆AUTOh,t +AUTOh,0,t).
- decreases by the number of cars destroyed: δAUTOh,k AUTOh,k,t−1.
Otherwise the modeling of the the investment decisions is quite similar to

one of housing. The share of the new cars constructed with a class k label
(ϕNewAutoh,k ) depends on the user cost of the car (see Appendix C for details)
that includes both the acquisition cost and the energy costs.

UCautoh,k = PNewAutoh,k .NewAUTOh,k(1−RSUBh,k )(R
CASH_AUTO
h,k (55)

+
RLOANh,k RIh,k,t−1LDh,k

1− (1 +RIh,k,t−1)−LDh,k
)

+

(
1 + Ṗ

Ener_auto_e
k

)1/δautok

− 1

Ṗ
Ener_auto_e
k /δautok

.Ṗ
Ener_auto
k

6.3 Energy consumption

In our hybrid setting, the energy consumption of households is not directly
related to the revenue but to the servive it provides, that is to size of builidings
and to tyhe number of cars. Therefore the energy consumption of households
are directly related to the characteristics of stock of buildings and cars and of
the households that possess them:

ENER_HEATh,k,e = ENER_HEATPerM2
h,k,e BUILh,k (56)

ENERAUTOh,k,e = CPerKMk,e .KMh,k,e.AUTOh,k,e (57)

Where ENER_HEATh,k,e is the energy e consumption in buildings k for
heating, CPerM2_HEAT

h,k,e is the energy e consumption per m² in buildings k. The
index e refers to the di�erent type of energy. For households h and automobile k,
ENERAUTOh,k,e is the energy e consumption, CPerKMk,e the energy e consumption
per km, KMh,k,e the number of km traveled per automobile, AUTOh,k,e is the
number of automobile.

We assume that the energy consumption for others uses is also proportional
to the number of m² of buildings (since it is proportional to the number of
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apparatus and equipments which are themselves proportional to the number of
m² of buildings):

ENER_OTHh,k,e = ENER_OTHPerM2
h,e BUILh,k (58)

Where CPerM2_OTH
h,e is the energy e consumption per m² in buildings k

for others uses than heating. In the above equations, the energy consumption
is expressed in physical units. Applying relevant coe�cient of conversation,
this allows for expressing the aggregate energy consumption in tone petroleum
equivalent (TPE).

The energy consumption per km, the number of km per year varies between
households since it is generally higher for the highest decile. So it is logical to
assume that these variables are related to the level of revenue. At the same
time, given that housing is a necessity �commodity� for household, it is logical
to assume a lower and a higher bound. To impose high and low boundaries, we
assume the following logistic function speci�cation:

X(α) = [1− φ(α)]X l + φ(α)Xh (59)

φ(α) = [1 + exp(τ − σ.α)]
−1 (60)

Where X l and Xh are the two bounds (e.g. low and high) or regimes. σ the
switching speed between the two regimes (when α increases), τ/σ the value of α
when the regime switching arises. It is easy to verify that φ(−∞) = 0;φ(+∞) =
1 .

Assuming that of α is the revenue, this function can be calibrated for each
households to endogenize relevant parameters (such as energy consumption per
m²) and making them a function of the revenue. For a low and higher bound
of respectively 0 and 1 and a change of regime at α = 2 , Figure 6 shows that
the logistic function can be used to model small to high correlation between a
relevant parameter (Y-axis) and the revenue (X-axis).

6.4 Other goods: LES function

Once the household has chosen the level of housing and mobility expenditures,
it spends the rest of its desired level of expenditure in other goods. We assume
a LES function in order to capture the �necessity� or �luxury� character of a
given commodity:

PCc.Ci,c = PCc.CMINi,c + αHi,c. (61)

(PEXPi.EXPi − PEXPHM.EXPHM

−
∑

PCc.CMINi,c)
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Figure 6: Logistic curve X l = 0 and Xh = 1 and Tau/Sigma = 2

PEXPHMc.EXPHMc = PEXPHc.EXPHc + PEXPMc.EXPMc (62)

∑
c

αHi,c = 1 (63)

CMINi,c is the minimum consumption level. If it is equal to zero, the results
are similar as those with a Cobb-Douglas function. The constraint

∑
c
αHi,c = 1

ensures that households spend all their revenue (minus their desired level of sav-
ings). The marginal propension to consume αHi,c is modeled in the same way as
Equation 18 and may therefore depend of relative prices between commodities.

7 The labor market

We assume that the average gross wage (that is including employee social secu-
rity contributions) in activity a, Wa, is determined by a Phillips curve. Wages
may be indexed on the consumer price in�ation (ρ2,a > 0) and on productivity
gains of the sector j (ρ3,a > 0) . Trade unions may accept lower wage increases
in case of a degradation of the terms of trade, that is in case of competitiveness
losses (ρ4,a > 0) . In addition to the level of unemployment (Ut) , the variation
of unemployment may in�uence the Phillips curve (ρ6,a > 0) , because wages
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can be a�ected not only by the level but also by the evolution of employment
(Phillips, 1958; Lipsey, 1960) or due to hysteresis phenomena8 . Finally, it is
possible that the wage dynamic di�ers across sectors because of di�erences in
employment situation (ρ7,a > 0) .

∆wna,t = ρ1,a+ρ2,a∆pt+ρ3∆proga,t −ρ4,a∆(pma,t−p
y
a,t)−ρ5Ut−ρ6∆Ut+ρ7∆(la,t−lt)

(64)
The parameter (ρ1,a > 0) re�ects the labor market tensions and the bar-

gaining power of trade unions.
Lt is the aggregated employment:

Lt =
∑
a

La (65)

It can be shown that the WS curve in level is a particular case of the Phillips
curve 64: the case of full hysteresis (Reynès, 2010) that is the case where the
level of unemployment does not have any e�ect on the wage setting(ρ5j = 0).
Moreover, we assume a slow adjustment of wages: the e�ective wage growth
adjusts to its notional level de�ned in 64 according to the adjustment process
presented in Section 3.

In order to capture heterogeneity on the labor market, the population is
segmented according to age and sex categories.The unemployment rate for each
type of population based on their age and sex, is calculated according to its
conventional de�nition:

Usex,age = (LF sex,age − EMPLsex,age)/LF sex,age (66)

LFsex,age = PARTRsex,age.POP sex,age (67)

where LF sex,age is the active population which is by de�nition the product
between the labor participation ratioPARTRsex,age and the total population
POP sex,age assumed to be exogenous.

Since the seminal works of Strand and Dernburg (1964) and Dernburg and
Strand (1966), several studies have observed that the labor force participation
depends on the labor market situation in particular because of a discouraged-
worker e�ect. Thus, the labor participation ratio may be endogenous and de-
pend negatively on the unemployment rate:

∆PARTRnsex,age = ∆PARTRTrendsex,age + βsex,age∆U (68)

The calibration of the sensitivity of the labor participation ratio to the un-
employment rate, βsex,age, is based on work of Filatriau and Reynès (2011) wh
estimate this parameter for 12 sex and age cohorts (See Figure 7). This studies

8Hysteresis occurs when the long-term unemployed workers exert no in�uence on wage-
setting Blanchard and Summers, 1986; Lindbeck, 1993). However, some authors contest the
use of the term hysteresis to describe this phenomenon (Cross, 1995).
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Figure 7: Estimation of the �exion e�ect by age and sex

�nd that the OECD labor participation of certain categories is particularly sen-
sitive to the labor market situation. Typically for the youngest and the eldest, a
discouraged-worker e�ect generally appears: their participation decreases when
the situation on the labor market deteriorates. For France and other Continental
European countries, an additional worker e�ect dominates for women between
25 and 55 years old. Accounting for an endogenous labor participation ratio
seems empirically consistent and therefore allows for a more precise measure of
the unemployment variation for each population and at the aggregate level.

8 External Trade

The external trade in Three-ME is treated with a relatively high level of detail.
On the one hand, import behaviors are speci�c for each economic actor and
each product. On the other hand, the model integrates explicit external demand
functions of both the domestic production and the importations with a constant
price elasticity.

8.1 Imports

Following the Armington's (1969) approach, the international trade is justi�ed
by the di�erentiation of products between regions of the world. This expla-
nation assumes implicitly the imperfect substitutability between domestic and
imported products. To determine the volume of imports by product, each eco-
nomic actor minimizes the purchasing costs under the constraint of a predeter-
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mined absorption level and a CES substitution pattern. This can be formulated
as:

min{PAc.Ac = PAMc.AMc + PADc.ADQc}

st Zc.

[
ϕvolc .(AMc)

(1−ηc)ηc + (1− ϕvolc ).(ADc)
(1−ηc)ηc

]ηc(1−ηc)
(69)

with A, a = MATc, Ec,IAc, Xc,.CHc, Gc; c = 1...24

where Ac represents the demand of each composite product by each Arm-
ington agent and PAc its price, AMc and ADc are the import and domestic
product quantities demanded by agent A, and PAMc and PADc their respec-
tive prices. These prices are di�erent between products but common between
agents except for households who have to pay the value-added tax. Zc and
ϕvolc are the scale and absorption parameters. ηc is the Armington elasticity
of substitution between domestic and foreign goods and services. The import
bloc is quite �exible since the elasticity of substitution can potentially be di�er-
ent for each type of use of a given product (such as intermediary consumption,
investment, consumption, public spending, export, etc). The solution of the
optimization program 69 gives the optimal demand for domestic and imported
goods:

man

c = ac − ηc.(pmc − pc,t) (70)

qa
n

c = ac − ηc.(pqc − pc,t)

8.2 Exports

In the same logic, exports are determined by the external demand for domestic
products and the ratio between the export and world prices assuming a constant
price elasticity. In other words, under the hypothesis of a "small open economy",
the external demand and the export price are negatively related for a given world
price9 . The functional form for the export demand (xc) for each product in
Three-ME is a logarithm transformation of the one derived by Wilcoxen (1988):

∆xc,t = ∆wdc,t + ∆SUBST_Xc,t (71)

∆SUBST_Xn
c,t = −ηx∆(pXc,t − tc.pWc,t)

9An alternative approach which is using frequently in CGEM, but less realistic, consists in
assuming an in�nite price elasticity between exports and the production of foreign competitors
and that domestic producers do not have any di�culty to sell their products on the foreign
market as long as the domestic price does not di�er from the international price. In this case,
the volume of exports is limited by supply Shoven and Whalley (1992).
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where wdc is the world demand and pWc its price expressed in national cur-
rency. pXc is the exports price that depends on the production cost and re�ects
the price competitiveness of domestic products. Finally, ηx is (the absolute
value of) the price elasticity assumed constant. The unit elasticity between ex-
port and the world demand guarantees the long run stability the export market
shares.

In Three-ME, part of the exports comes from imported products (re-exports).
The repartition between domestic and imported products results from the min-
imization by foreign clients of the value of their imports from France (i.e. of
French export)10 :

∆xdc,t = ∆xc,t + ∆SUBST_XDc,t (72)

∆SUBST_XDc,t = −ηxdϕXMc,t−1∆(pXDc,t − pXMc,t )

∆xmc,t = ∆xc,t + ∆SUBST_XMc,t (73)

∆SUBST_XMn
c,t = −ηxdϕXDc,t−1∆(pXMc,t − pXDc,t )

where xdc and xmc are the optimal level of domestic and import products
that are exported. ηxd is the elasticity of substitution between domestic and
imported products. As the exchange rate is exogenous in the model, the external
balance may di�er from zero:

DC_V ALa =
∑
c

PXc.Xc −
∑
c

PMc.Mc (74)

with PMc as the import product price.

9 Prices Structure

The prices in THREE-ME follow a bottom-up structure. The production price
is de�ned at the lowest level as a mark-up over the production cost (labor,
capital, energy and other intermediary raw consumptions). The domestic price
for commodities includes, in addition to the production price, commercial and
transport margins, and taxes on products net from subsidies. Combined with
the import price, we get a price for each commodity. Depending on the destina-
tion of the product, the price may vary since certain taxes or subsidies do not
apply uniformaly to every clients. For instance, VAT a�ects primary consumers
but not exports and subsidies a�ect only the domestic price. As a feedback, �nal
demand prices a�ect the production price through several canals. The agregate
consumer price de�nes in�ation which is (at least partially) repercuted into
wage and thus costs. In�ation also increases the real interest rate and therefore

10The optimization program is
minPx

c .Xx
c = P q

c .X
q
c + Pm

c .Xm
c

Subject to Xc = CES(Xd
c , X

m
c )

:
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the cost of capital because of the monetary policy of the central bank. Final
demand prices a�ect also production costs via the price of intermediaty con-
sumption and of investment. These interactions and feedbacks between prices,
wages, and production costs are schematized in Figure 8.

9.1 Production prices

In order to describe as clearly as possible the construction of prices in Three-
ME, we begin with the production prices �xed by �rms. With the import
prices, the system of production prices is the key element in the price structure
since all other prices are derived from them by adding taxes or/and deducting
subsidies according to the destination of each product. In the case of imperfect
competition, �rms choose the price that maximizes their pro�t as a mark-up
TMDa,t over the unit cost of production:

PY na,t = NCUa,t.(1 + TMDa,t) (75)

where PY na,t is the optimal (or desired or notional) production price. NCUa,t
is the net unit cost of production calculated by adding over the gross level all
taxes on production and deducting operating subsidies. The mark-up rate is
calibrated by inverting Equation [75] at the base state.

The e�ective price adjusts slowly to the desired level according to the geo-
metric law of adjustment described in Section 3:

ln(PYa,t) = λX0 .ln(PY na,t) + (1− λX0 )ln(PYa,t−1 + ∆ln(PY ea,t)) (76)

∆ln(PY ea,t) = λX1 .∆ln(PY ea,t−1) + λX2 .∆ln(PYa,t−1) (77)

+λX3 .∆ln(PY na,t) + λX4 .∆ln(PYa,t+1)
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Figure 8: Prices structure

The steps that lead to the calculation of the gross unit cost GUCa,t are
described in Figure 8. It follows a bottom-up approach starting from the most
disaggregated price levels to reach the most aggregated one by determining the
prices of composite factors in intermediate steps. At the bottom of the price
structure, the composite prices for each energy and material in each sector
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depends on the product's geographic origin:

PMAT c,a.MAT c,a =PMATDc.MATDc,a + PMATM c.MATM c,a (78)

for i = {1, ..., 20}
PEc,a.Ec,a =PEDc.EDc,a + PEM c.EMc,a (79)

for i = {21, ..., 24}

At the upper level, we calculate the prices for each composite factor in each
sector:

The composite materiel price in sector a:
PMAT a.MATa =

∑20
a=1 PMAT c,a.MATc,a

The composite energy price in sector a: PEa.Ea =
∑2406
a=21 PEc,a.Ec,a

The user capital cost per unity produced in sector a:

CKa,t = PIa,tKa,t−1(δa + ϕautofa K̇a,t) + PDEBTa,t−1DEBTa,t−1.ra,t−1

where:
-PIa,t: the investment price for all sector
-ra: The long-run nominal interest rate.
The unit labor cost in sector a is:
CLa = Wa(1 + TCSEa )/P roga

where:
-Wa,t: the average gross wage
-TCSEa,t : The employer social security contributions per activity
Finally, the unit cost of production before taxes net from subsidies in actvity

a is equal to :

CUa.Ya = CKaKa + CLaLaPROGa + PEaEa + PMAT aMAT a (80)

9.2 Commodity price

Since the model distinghishes commodities from activities, the price a commod-
ity is weighted average of the prices of activities that produce this commodities:

PY Qc =
∑
c

ϕc,aPY a (81)

Where PY Qc is the price of commodity c (at basic price), PY a the price of
activity a. ϕc,a, the share of commodity c produced by activity a, may not be
constant. They typically vary for energy sectors to account for the increasing
impact of the production from renewable energy.
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9.3 Domestic and import price

The selling price of each commodity (PY QSc) domestically produced includes,
in addition to the price of commodity at basic price (PY Qc), tax and subsidies
on product, and transportation and commercial margins:

PY QSc.Y QSc = PY Qc.Y Qc.(1 + TENERTDc + TOTHDc + TSUBc ) (82)

+ PMTDc.MTDc + PMCDc.MCD

c if c 6= {14, ..., 19}
PY QSc.Y QSc = PY Qc.Y Qc.(1 + TENERTDc + TOTHDc + TSUBc )

if c = {14, ..., 19} (83)

∆yqsc = ∆yqc (84)

The same logic applies for the import price (see Appendix C). Notice that
Y QSc is the volume of the production expressed at market price before VAT. It
should not be seen as a composite of several "goods": production at base price
and margins. Indeed, its does not increase when the volume of the commercial
and transport margins increase. The price does instead. Its speci�cation is

Y QSc,t = Y Qc,t

(
1 + TENERTc,0 + TOTHDc,0 + TSUBc,0 +

MTDc,0
Y Qc,0

+
MCDc,0
Y Qc,0

)
which

is equivalent to 84, that is to assuming that Y QSc is always proportional to Y Qc.
Writing it following the speci�cation composite of several goods, Y QSc,t =
Y Qc,t

(
1 + TENERTc,0 + TOTHDc,0 + TSUBc,0

)
+ MTDc,t + MCDc,t, would lead to

inaccurate results since a decrease in the quantity of transport used per unit of
production would not lead to a decrease of the selling price.

9.4 Price for �nal demand

The price for �nal demand varies according to the destination depending if
VAT applies or not. We provide below the speci�cation for the �nal price of
commodities produced domestically. The speci�cation for imported goods is
provided in Appendix C. We assume that no VAT applies on export or for the
valorisation of inventories. Therefore, the �nal price for export and for the
change in inventories is:

PXDc = PDSDc = PY QSc (85)

In theory, VAT applies only on households'�nal consumption and should
therefore be paid only by consumers. In practice, desagregated data by com-
modity show that sectors pay also a small amount of VAT since (a) VAT is paid
on product not consumed by households and (b) the apparent rate on several
products would exceed the legal rate if the VAT was exclusively paid by house-
holds. Therefore, we distinguish 2 VAT rate: one paid on consumption and
another one paid on intermediary consumption, sectoral investment and public
spending:
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PIADc,t = PMATDc,t = PEDc,t = PGDc,t = PY QSc,t

(
1 + TV ATDothc,t

)
(

1 + TV ATDothc,0

)
(86)

PCHDc,t. = PY QSc,t

(
1 + TV ATDc,t

)(
1 + TV ATDc,0

) (87)

The above di�erentiation of the �nal price by destination is a substantial
improvement compare to the assumption made in most CGEmodels that assume
that VAT is proportional to production. In these models, an increase in export
would lead to an increase in VAT receipts, which is not true in reality.

9.5 Consumer price index

The consumer price index is de�ned as a weighted average of prices of all total
expenditure household components: Each commodity price is itself a weighted
average between domestic and import commodities prices.

PCH.CH =
∑
c

PCHc.CHc (88)

9.6 Interest rate

In Three-ME, money supply is endogenous. The interest rate is determined at
the euro area (EA) level according to a reaction function à la Taylor. We assume
that the European Central Bank (ECB) sets the short-term interest rate taking
into account in�ation and the situation on the labor market in the euro area:

RDir = θ0 + θ1∆.(
.

P
ea

t −
.

P
ea∗
t )− θ2.∆(Ueat − Uea∗t ) (89)

.

P
ea

t =

E∑
e=1

σe
.

P
e

t (90)

Ueat =

E∑
e=1

σeU
e
t (91)

Where RDirt is the nominal short run interest rate,
.

P
ea

t the in�ation rate

within the EA,
.

P
ea∗
t the ECB in�ation target, Ueat the unemployment rate in

the EA and Uea∗t the unemployment rate target.
.

P
e

t , U
e
t and σe are respectively

the in�ation rate, the unemployment rate and the GDP weight of country e in
the EA. We assume further that the long-term interest rate adjusts slowly to
the short-term interest rate as described in Section 3.
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10 The government

According to the French national accounts, public administrations refer to the
central and regional government services and social security administration. In
Three-ME, we have aggregated these three components in order to focus on
transfers between public administrations, household and sectors. These trans-
fers are accounted for in the government's resources (REC_V AL) and expen-
ditures (DEP_V AL) :

REC_V AL = PY20.Y20,t + PTAX.TAX + PIY.IY + PIS.ISt + IR_V AL (92)

+AIC_V AL+ PCSETOT .CSETOT + PCSSTOT .CSSTOT +DIV GOV_V AL

with:

� The marketed part of public administrations production is evaluated at
its net production cost:(Y20.PY20) ;

� The composite PTAX.TAX index which embodies the Value-added tax,
the taxes on energies (TIPP, etc) and the others taxes on commodities

� The aggregate tax on activities: PIY.IY =
∑

a,a6=20

TIY Na.PYa.Ya

� The aggregate subvention on activities: PSY.SY =
∑

a,a6=20

TSY Na.PYa.Ya;

� The total �rm pro�t tax PIS.IS =
∑
a
T ISt .PEBEa,t−1.EBEa,t−1;

� The taxes on household's �nancial wealthAIC_V AL =
5∑
h

TAIC .DISPINC_V ALAIh

which includes the sum of the social contribution from the activity sectors
and from self-employed workers.

� The income tax IR_V AL =
5∑

h=1

T IR.DISPINCAIh

� The total employer social contribution PCSETOT .CSETOT =
∑
a
TCSEa .L_S.W_Sa+

TCSE
ROW

a .SBROW which includes the sum of the social contribution from
the activity sectors and from the rest of the world.

� The total salary social contribution PCSSTOT .CSSTOT =
∑
a
TCSS .La.W_Sa+

TCSS_SE .L_SE.W_SE19 + PCSS.CSSROW which includes the sum of
the social contribution from the activity sectors and from self-employed
workers.

� The �nancial transfers from the others institutions

DIV_V ALGOb for b = HH,ROW,BK
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Public subventions to sectors consist of subventions on production and products.
Both types are applied on volume which means that changes in price caused by
a shock do not a�ect the amount of subsidies:

DEP_V AL =(NCU_20 ∗ Y_20) + PRESOC_V AL+ PG ∗G (93)

+R_Gt−1 ∗DEBT_G_V ALt−1 − PSUB ∗ SUB

with:

� The net cost per unit of production in public activity:

NCU20.Y20 =CU20.Y20 + PIY20IY20 + PIS20IS20 − PSY20SY20 (94)

+DIV_HH_V AL20 +DIV_GOV_V AL20

+DIV_ROW_V AL20 +DIV_BK_V AL20

� The total public expenditures: PG ∗G

� The social bene�ts: PRESOC_V AL

Domestic and imported government consumption are speci�ed as follow:

∆gdc,t = ∆expgc,t + ∆SUBST_GDc,t (95)

∆SUBST_GDn
c,t = ηchd,chmϕchm,c∆(pGD − pGM )

∆gmc,t = ∆expgc,t + ∆SUBST_GM c,t (96)

∆SUBST_GMn
c,t = ηchd,chmϕchd,c∆(pGMc − pGDc )

Public subsidies consist of subsidies on production and products. We assume
that subsidies on production are ad valorem and are therefore automatically
indexed on the production price:

PSYa.SYa = TSY Na,t.PYa.Ya (97)

SYa = TSY Na,0.Ya (98)

On the contrary, we assume that subsidies on products are applied on volume
which means that changes in price caused by a shock do not a�ect the amount
of subsidies:

PSUBc,t.SUBc,t = TSUBc,t .Y Qc,t (99)

SUBc,t = TSUBc,0 .Y Qc,t (100)

The public de�cit and debt accumulation equations are written as follows:
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BF_G_V AL = DEP_V AL−REC_V AL (101)

DEBT_G_V AL = DEBT_G_V ALt−1 +BF_G_V AL (102)

11 Greenhouse gases emissions

In France, the anthropogenic CO2 emissions represent about 70% of the total
gross greenhouse gases (GHG). They come from the burning of fossil fuels and
decarbonation process. The modeling of the demand for fossil energy in Three-
ME is detailed by economic agent, by kind of fossil energy and by emission
process. This allows for a precise estimation of the variation in the national CO2
emissions. The calculation of emissions level consists in multiplying the fossil
energy demand by the corresponding emission coe�cients. These coe�cients are
speci�c for each economic actor, each sector and each energy sources depending
on their carbon intensity.

The CO2 emissions due to the combustion of fossil energy by sectors and
households are proportional to the quantity of fossil fuel energy consumed. They
are therefore calculated according to the following equations:

∆emse,a = ∆ea (103)

∆emse,h = ∆(che,h) (104)

CO2 emissions from decarbonation during the production process for the
non mineral metallic products, asthe glass or ceramic sectors; is assumed pro-
portional to the quantity of intermediate raw material used in the production
process:

∆ems_dca = ∆mata (105)
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Appendix A Long term of the

model

The long term steady state of the model is generally de�ned as a state where all
variables grow at a constant rate. This state is coherent with the representation
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of a stable economy able to maintain a given con�guration forever. This implies
that rates such as the unemployment or labor participation ratios, tax rates are
constant in the long run. This is coherent with the fact that these ratios lie by
de�nition between 0 and 100% and thus cannot be a�ected by a trend forever.

Most shares should also be constant. For instance, the shares of investment
or of consumption into GDP should be constant. Otherwise the e�ect of one
of these two determinants of the GDP vanishes over time. The same argument
holds for the share of one sector in the total in terms of labor or production:
we expect an economy where all sectors remains in the long run, which implies
that some economic mechanisms guaranty stable share for each sectors.

Some exceptions are possible. As empirically observed, it seems realistic that
the share of labor into the GDP decreases over time because of the technical
progress. But the share of the e�cient labor, that is including the technical
progress, remains constant. Because of the globalization of the economy, the
ratio between export and production may also increase permanently in the long
run. But in the long run this e�ect is expected to be compensated by the
increase in the ratio between import and production so that the share of the
external balance into production remains constant.

In the long run, all relative prices are expected to be constant. This implies
that all prices grow at the same rate. This guaranty that the economy is not
a�ected by substitution mechanisms in the long run: �rms do not want to
change the share of each production factors into production and consumers are
satis�ed with share of each good into their aggregate consumption. It implies
also that each agent is satis�ed with their share of the global revenue: �rms
do not want to change the growth rate of their price whereas employees do not
want to change the growth rate of their wage.

Assuming that ν, τ, µ, π andω are the growth rates of the population, of
the technical progress, of the real economy (i.e. of the GDP), of prices (i.e.
in�ation), and of wages, the long run value of these rate cannot be chosen
independently. First, the growth rate of the real economy should be equal to the
sum of the growth rate of the population and of the technical progress:µ = ν+τ .
This condition is a direct consequence of the hypothesis of constant return to
scales (homogeneous of degree 1) of the production function. In the long run,
relative price are constant and the labor demand [12] implies that production
grows at the sum of the growth rates of labor and technical progress∆yjt =
∆ljt+∆progjt . In addition, the stability of unemployment rate implies that labor
grows at the same rate as the population (Equation 66). In the long run, the
price equation implies that the growth rate of wages should be equal to the sum
of in�ation and of the growth rate of the technical progress. This holds only if
some economic mechanisms imply that the unemployment rate converge to the
NAIRU. The latter depends on the parameter of the Phillips curve 64:

U∞ =

(
ρ1 − (1− ρ2)π − (1− ρ3)τ/ρ5

)
(106)

In the model several stabilizing equation guaranty that the economy return
to stationary path after a shock. In�ationary shocks degrade the external po-
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sition of France by decreasing export and increasing imports. In addition, the
Taylor rule combined with the negative impact of the real interest rate on the
demand prevents in�ationary shock to lead to an explosive in�ation dynamic.
The negative impact of the real interest rate on the activity has several possible
canals:

� Consumption: in coherence with a life-cycle model and the possibility
of an intertemporal allocation of their resource, households may increase
their savings when the real interest rate increases and thus reduces their
consumptions. They may also have Ricardian behavior in the long run
by internalizing the government and �rms' budget constraints. They may
thus adjust their consumption in such way that the ratio between their
savings and the national debt is constant in order to insure the sustain-
ability of the debt.

� Investment: �rms may choose their investment level that is coherent with
the stability of their debt into the value-added.

� Tax and public spending: the government is expected to choose the tax
rate and public spending levels that are coherent with a stable debt into
the GDP.

The consistency of a dynamic model with a stationary equilibrium requires long
term constraints which depend on the type of mathematical equation. We brie�y
detailed the main cases that are encountered in Three-ME and how the model
can be calibrated in order to be at the stationary state from the �rst period
of the simulation onward. It should be noted that this assumption is made to
verify the coherence of the data calibration and of the dynamic properties of the
model. Some of the constraints needed to guaranty a permanent stationary state
are quite restrictive. For instance, it implies a strict relation between stock and
�ow values (e.g. capital and investment, see below) which may not be satis�ed
at the base year. Also, the growth rates of population, and of technical progress
should always be constant, which is not verify empirically. For this reason, we
simulate also realistic baseline scenarios where the model is fully calibrated on
empirical data and on realistic projections for the exogenous variables.

A-1 Additive equations

In the model, many relations enter in an additive form:

Yt =

I∑
i=1

Xit (107)

These are in general de�nitions such as the GDP decomposition or income,
etc. In case of an additive equation 107, the variable Y grows at the rate µ from
the �rst period onward if all its components X grow also at that rate:
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Yt =

(
I∑
i=1

Xi,0

)
(1 + µ)t = Y0(1 + µ)t (108)

Moreover in that case all ratios between variables (XiY and Xi
Xj ) are constant

over time. In the case of the GDP equation this seems a realistic long run
property. Otherwise the share of each component in the GDP is not stable over
time and the long run growth rate of the GDP corresponds to the component's
highest growth rate. Indeed, if the X-variables do not grow at the same rate,
the growth rate of Y (µ) converges to the highest X-variable growth rate. And
the share of the X-variable with a lower growth rate tends toward zero. This
mathematical property may imply unrealistic constraint on the model if one
wants to be at the steady states at the �rst period of the simulation. This is
particularly true if one wishes to calibrate the model on real data. We can give
2 examples: For instance, it is unrealistic to assume that a negative inventory
change will decrease inde�nitely because the level of inventories becomes at some
point negative. One possibility is to amend the calibration in order to impose
a zero-inventory change at the base years.

In the real world, most countries' imports and exports do not grow at the
rate of the GDP but at a higher rate because of the trade globalization. In fact
Equation 107 allows that several X-variables grow at a di�erent rate than Y
in the long run as long their sum grows at the same rate as Y. Consequently,
imports and exports may grow faster that the GDP forever as long as their e�ect
cancel out, that is as long as the foreign trade balance grows at the rate of the
GDP. If the long run foreign trade balance is zero, imports and exports grow at
the same rate. If not, they grow at the same rate asymptotically, the smallest
(in absolute value) growing faster. This implies mechanism that imposes import
and export to grow consistently.

The most common way is to assume that the exchange rate adjusts in order
to reach the external balance objective.

A-2 Unit elasticity logarithm equations

Many relations in the model impose a unit-elasticity speci�ed in logarithm form:

ln(Yt) = ln(Xt) + α (109)

This speci�cation is used for all production factor demand since we system-
atically assume a constant return-to-scale technology. If the coe�cient α is
calibrated in the initial period as a simple inversion of equation 109 and con-
stant over time, this speci�cation implies that Y always grows at the same rate
as X.

In the production factors demand, α depends on the relative prices and thus
may vary over time in case of shock or if they are not in equilibrium in the
initial period. In that case, the growth rate of Y and X di�ers over time but
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they tend to converge toward each other provided that mechanisms in the price
equation guaranty the long run stability of relative prices.

A-3 Accumulation equations

The model contains several accumulation equations: capital stock dynamic,
public and private debt, household savings. All can be represented with the
following equation:

Yt = Yt−1(1 + β) +Xt (110)

In the case of capital accumulation, β is the depreciation rate and is negative.
In the case of debt or saving equation,β is the interest rate and is thus positive.
Dividing both sides by Yt−1 give the growth rate of the stock variable:

Ẏt = β +Xt/Yt−1 (111)

At the steady states, X should grow at the same rate as Y which is de�ned by
Equation 111. Consequently, being at the stationary states from the �rst period
onward implies that X cannot be calibrated on real data. At the stationary state,
X is calibrated as an inversion of Equation110:

Y =

(
µ− β
1 + µ

)−1
X (112)

Appendix B Generalized CES

function and factors demand

This appendix derives the optimality program of the producer and the consumer
assuming a generalized CES (GCES) production and utility function. We show
that the GCES function can be approximated in the neighborhood of the optimal
stationary state by a Cobb-Douglas function for which the technical coe�cients
vary with the relative prices. This result greatly facilitates the deduction of
linear demands functions for input and goods.

B-1 GCES production function and factors de-

mand

Let us de�ne a GCES production function as a H inputs-production function
with di�erent elasticities of substitution between each pair of input. We still
assume a constant elasticity of substitution between 2 inputs along the isoquant.
Let us assume that technology may be represented by a continuous and twice
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di�erentiable function, linearly homogeneous, strictly increasing (Q′(xht) > 0)
and concave (Q′′(xht) < 0) re�ecting the law of diminishing marginal returns:

Qt = Q(Xht) (113)

Where Xht is the quantity of input (or production factor) h = [1;H] used
to produce the quantity of production (or output) Qt . For algebraic simplicity,
we assume a technology with constant returns to scale (i.e. the production
function 113 is homogeneous of degree 1) and the absence of technical progress.
We shall relax these constraints latter. Driven by maximizing pro�t behaviour,
the producer chooses her demand for each input by minimizing her production
cost 114 subject to the technical constraint113:

Ct =

H∑
h=1

PXhtXht (114)

Where PXht is the price of input h. The Lagrangian to this problem is:

Lt = Ct − λ(Qt −Qt(Xht) (115)

The necessary �rst order conditions are L′(Xht) = 0 for all h and L′(λ) = 0.
The second order conditions ensure that the optimum is a minimum is always
veri�ed because of the convexity of the cost function 114 and strict convexity
of the isoquants formed by the production function 11411 . The well-known
�rst order condition says that at the optimum, the ratio between marginal
productivities of two inputs equals the one between their prices:

Q′(Xht)

Q′(Xh′t)
=
PXht
PXh′t

(116)

The production function 113 can be linearized with the following �rst-order
Taylor expansion:

Q̇t =

H∑
h=1

Q′(Xht).Xht

Q(Xht)
Ẋht (117)

Euler's Theorem states that a function which is homogeneous of degree 1 can
be express as the sum of its arguments weighted by their �rst partial derivatives:

Q(Xht) =

H∑
h=1

Q′(Xht).Xht (118)

The fact that in equilibrium, the remuneration of the production factors
must be equal to the value of the production provides another useful relation:

11According to the technological constraint 113, the strict convexity of the isoquant
(X′′

ht(Xht) > 0) implies that Q′′(Xht) < 2Q′(Xht). This condition is always veri�ed since by
assumption the left-hand side is negative (Q′′(xht) < 0) while the right-hand side is positive
(Q′(xht) > 0).
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H∑
h=1

PXhtXht = PQt Qt (119)

The combination of equations 116 to 118 gives at the neighbourhood of the
stationary state a linear speci�cation of the production function:

Q̇t =

H∑
h=1

ϕhtẊht ⇔ qt =

H∑
h=1

ϕhtxht (120)

Where ϕht is the share (in value) of input h in the production sometimes
called Leontief technical coe�cient

ϕht =
PXhtXht

PQhtQht
(121)

We have just shown that at the neighbourhood of the optimum any linearly
homogeneous, twice di�erentiable, strictly increasing and concave production
function can be approximated by a Cobb-Douglas with technical coe�cients that
varies over time. Moreover these technical coe�cients correspond to the input
share into production. They are stable in the long run because the speci�cation
of Three-ME guaranties the stability of ratios between prices and of input to
production ratios. Suppose further that the direct elasticity of substitution � in
the sense of Hicks (1932) and Robinson (1933) � between inputs h andh′ ηhh′
is not necessarily the same between each couple of production factors. This
elasticity measures the change in the ratio between two factors of production
due to a change in their relative marginal productivity, i.e. in the marginal rate
of substitution (in the slope of the iso-production curve):

−ηhh′ =
∂ ln(Xht/Xh′t)

∂ ln(Q′(Xht)/Q′(Xh′t)
⇔ ∂ ln(Xht/Xh′t) = ηhh′∂ ln(Q′(Xht)/Q

′(Xh′t))

(122)

Integrating 122 with respect to time and then combining it with the opti-
mality condition 116 gives:

h

Xht

Xh′t
= ξhh′

(
PXht
PXh′t

)−ηhh′
(123)

Where ξhh′ is the constant of integration which we calibrate to one for alge-
braic simplicity. Rewriting 123 in terms of input share, ϕht/ϕh′t = ξhh′(P

X
ht/P

X
h′t)

1−ηhh′

, gives the well-known result that the inputs share is constant over time only in
case of unit elasticity of substitution between all factors of production (Cobb-
Douglas technology).
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The �rst order conditions 123 and the production function 120 constitute
a system of H linearly independent equations and H unknowns. Its resolution
give the demand for each factor as a positive function of output and negative
function of relative prices between production factors:

xht =

H∑
h=1,h6=h′

ηhh′ϕh′t(p
X
ht − pXh′t) (124)

The introduction of technical progress and non constant return-to-scale is
straightforward and does not alter the results. In the �rst case one can simply
de�ne Xht = Inputht P roght as the e�cient input, which includes the technical
progress P roght ,Inputht being the e�ective input. In the second case, one can
simply de�ne production as an homogenous function of Q of degree θ : Yt = Qθt
In case of a technology with increasing (resp. decreasing) return-to-scale, θ > 1
(resp. < 1 ). Integrating technical progress and non constant return-to-scale
leads to the following input demand:

Inputht = θ−1yt − proght −
H∑

h=1,h6=h′
ηhh′ϕh′t(p

X
ht − pXh′t) (125)

Assuming constant return to scale, this log-linear speci�cation has been re-
cently estimated for the Euro area by Lemoine et al. (2010) using the Kalman
�lter to extract the trend of technical progress.

B-2 GCES consumer utility function and demand

for goods

In Three-ME, the demand for goods is treated in a similar way as the demand
for input. Let us assume that at a �rst stage the consumer divides (eventually
via an intertemporal maximization program) her revenue between expenditures
and savings. For a given level desired volume of expenditure Q , the consumer
is then assumed to minimize the cost of this expenditure. The substitutability
between the di�erent consumption goods (or expenditures), Xh , is measured
through a J goods-utility function having the same property as the production
function de�ned in 113. Formally the optimization program is the same as
the one of the producer. It consists in minimizing the cost of expenditure 114
subject to the utility function constraint 113. The demand for goods is thus
124.

Notice that minimizing the cost of expenditure subject to a utility func-
tion constraint give the same result as the standard approach which consists in
maximizing the utility 113 subject to a budget constraint 126:
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H∑
h=1

PXhtXht = PQt Qt (126)

The Lagrangian to this problem is:

Lt = Qt − λ
( H∑
h=1

PXhtXht − PQt Qt
)

(127)

The necessary �rst order conditions (L′(Xht) = 0 for all h and L′(λ) = 0) are
the well-know conditions that the ratio between marginal utilities of two goods
equals the one between their prices (Equation 116 and thus123) and the budget
constraint (Equation 126). Using a �rst-order Taylor expansion on Equation
126 (divided byPQ) in the neighbourhood of the stationary equilibrium charac-
terized by the stability of price ratios ( PXh /P

X
h′ ,P

X
h /P

Q ), allows for rewriting
the budget constraint as 120. As we have now the same system to solve as in
the producer case (Equations123 and 120), the demand for good is thus 124.
Notice that the particular case of a CES function (ηhh′/P

X
h′ ), 124 simpli�es. To

see this, let us �rst use a �rst-order Taylor expansion on Equation 126 (divided
by Qt) in the neighbourhood of the stationary equilibrium characterized by the
stability of ratios between volumes (Xh/Xh′Xh/Q),. This conveniently allows
expressing the consumer price as a weighted average of the prices of goods, the
weight being the share into consumption (Equation 121):

˙
PQt =

H∑
h=1

ϕhtṖ
X
ht ⇔ pQt =

H∑
h=1

ϕhtp
X
ht (128)

Assuming a constant elasticity of substitution (ηhh′ = η) between goods and
combining the price equation 128 to 124, the demand for goods simpli�es and
depends only on the relative price between the price of goods and the consumer
price:

xt = qt − η(pXht − p
Q
t ) (129)

Not surprisingly this relation is the same as the one deduced from a di-
rect maximization of CES utility function subject to a budget constraint (see
Blanchard and Fischer, 1989; Blanchard and Kiyotaki, 1987; Dixit and Stiglitz,
1977). The only di�erence is that the consumer price index(PQt ) is a linear
approximation of the Dixit-Stiglitz index which is a CES function of the price
of goods. As demonstrated by Arrow et al. (1961), Leontief and Cobb-Douglas
functions are particular cases of a CES function where η tends to 0 and 1 re-
spectively.
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Appendix C: Equations of the

model

This appendix provides all the equations of the model. Note that there are two
versions of the household block: (1) the standard version where a LES utility
function is assumed for all commodities; (2) the hybrid version where transport,
car, housing and energy consumption are modeled separately.

In this appendix, lower-case variables are in logarithm xt = ln(Xt). t as
an index is the time operator. Variable in �rst di�erence and growth rate
are respectively referred as : ∆Xt = Xt − Xt−1 and Ẋt = Xt

Xt−1
− 1 ≈ ∆xt.

All parameters written in Greek letter are positive. n as an exponent refers
to notional value of a given variable that is the optimal value desired by the
maximization agent: e.g. Xn

t is the notional value of variable Xt. Because
of adjustment constraint, e�ective values adjust slowly to their notional value.
The time index t is omitted when no confusion arises, e.g. X = Xt.

1 Aggregate equilibrium

Since each relation is written in value and in volume, the value equation de�nes
the price.

Equilibrium for domestically produced commodities (value
& volume):

PQDc.QDc = PCIDc.CIDc + PCHDc.CDc + PGDc.GDc + PIDc.IDc + PXDc.XDc

(1.1)

+ PDSDc.DSDc

QDc = CIDc + CHDc +GDc + IDc +XDc +DSDc (1.2)

Equilibrium for imported commodities (value & volume):

PQM c.QM c = PCIM c.CIM c + PCHM c.CHM c + PGM c.GM c + PIM c.IMc + PXMc.XMc

(1.3)

+ PDSM c.DSM c

QM c = CIM c + CHM c +GMc + IM c +XMc +DSM c (1.4)
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Aggregate equilibrium : calculation for variable � Var� :

var= {Q (production of commodities at market price); CH (households'consumption);
G (public spendings); I (private investiment); DS (change in inventories); }

Pvarc.varc = PvarDc.varDc + PvarMc.varMc (1.5)

varc = varDc + varMc (1.6)

Equilibrium for exports c (value):

PXc.Xc = PXDc.XDc + PXMc.XMc (1.7)

The volume of export per commodities is de�ned by the foreign demand.

Calculation of aggregates for variable "var":

var = {Q (Production of commodities at market price); CH (Households'consumption);
G (Public spendings); X (Export); DS (Change in inventories); CI (Intermediate
raw material); MT (Transport margins); MC (Commercial margins)}

Aggregate domestically produced variable "var" (value & volume):

PvarD.varD =
∑
c

PvarDc.varDc (1.8)

varD =
∑
c

varDc (1.9)

Aggregate imported variable "var" (value & volume):

PvarM.varM =
∑
c

PvarMc.varMc (1.10)

varM =
∑
c

varMc (1.11)

Aggregate variable "var" (value & volume):

Pvar.var = PvarD.varD + PvarM.varM (1.12)

var = varD + varM (1.13)

Equilibrium for intermediary raw material consumption do-
mestically produced (value & volume):

PCIDc.CIDc =
∑
a

PCIDc,a.CIDc,a (1.14)

CIDc =
∑
a

CIDc,a (1.15)
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Equilibrium for imported intermediary raw material (value
& volume):

PCIMc.CIM c =
∑
a

PCIM c,a.CIM c,a (1.16)

CIMc =
∑
a

CIMc,a (1.17)

Domestic intermediary raw material consumption c by ac-
tivity a (value & volume):

PCIDc,a = PMATDc if c = {1, ..., 20} (1.18)

PCIDc,a = PEDc if c = {21, ..., 24}

CIDc,a = MATDc,a if c = {1, ..., 20} (1.19)

CIDc,a = EDc,a if c = {21, ..., 24}

Imported intermediary raw material consumption c by ac-
tivity a (value & volume):

PCIM c,a = PMATDc if c = {1, ..., 20} (1.20)

PCIM c,a = PEDc if c = {21, ..., 24}

CIM c,a = MATDc,a if c = {1, ..., 20} (1.21)

CIM c,a = EDc,a if c = {21, ..., 24}

Aggregation of importations at base price (value & volume)

PM.M =
∑
c

PM c.M c (1.22)

M =
∑
c

M (1.23)

GDP (value & volume):

Product de�nition:

PGDP.GDP = PCH.CH+PI.I+PG.G+PDS.DS+PX.X−PM.M (1.24)

GDP = CH + I + IG+G+DS +X −M (1.25)
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Product de�nition 2 (veri�cation):

PGDPc.GDPc = PCHc.CHc+PIc.Ic+PGc.Gc+PDSc.DSc+PXc.Xc−PM c.Mc

(1.26)

GDPc = CHc + Ic +GDc +DSc +XDc −Mc (1.27)

PGDPbis.GDPbis =
∑
c

PGDP c.GDP c (1.28)

GDPbis =
∑
c

GDP c (1.29)

Value-added de�nition:

PGDPter.GDPter = PV A.V A+ PTAX.TAX + PSUB.SUB (1.30)

GDPter = V A+ TAX + SUB (1.31)

Subventions are negative.

Equilibrium for production for domestically produced com-
modities at basic price (volume):

Y Qc.PY Qc = PQDc.QDc − PV ATDc.V ATDc − POTHTDc.OTHTDc − PSUBc.SUBc
− (PMCDc.MCDc + PMTDc.MTDc)− PENERTDc.ENERTDc

(1.32)

Y Qbisc = QDc−V ATDc−OTHTDc−SUBc−(MCDc +MTDc)−ENERTDc

(1.33)

Equilibrium for imported produced commodities at basic
price (volume):

M c.PM c = PQM c.QMc − PV ATMc.V ATM c − POTHTM.OTHTM c

− (PMCM c.MCMc + PMTMc.MTMc)− PENERTM c.ENERTMc

(1.34)

Mbisc = QMc − V ATMc −OTHTMc − (MCMc +MTMc)− ENERTMc

(1.35)
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Aggregate transport margins paid on the domesticaly pro-
duced commodity c 6= {14, ..., 18} (value & volume):

PMTDc.MTDc =

18∑
m=14

PMTDm,c.MTDm,c (1.36)

MTDc =

18∑
m=14

MTDm,c (1.37)

Aggregate transport margins paid on imported commodity
c 6= {14, ..., 18} (value & volume):

PMTMc.MTMc =

18∑
m=14

PMTMm,c.MTMm,c (1.38)

MTMc =

18∑
m=14

MTMm,c (1.39)

Aggregate transport margins for the commodities c (value
& volume):

PMTc.MTc = PMTDc.MTDc + PMTMc.MTMc (1.40)

MTc = MTDc +MTMc (1.41)

Domestically produced agregate investment (value & vol-
ume):

PIDc.IDc =
∑
a

PIADc.IADc,a (1.42)

IDc =
∑
a

IADc,a (1.43)

Imported agregate investment (value & volume):

PIMc.IMc =
∑
a

PIAMc.IAMc,a (1.44)

IMc =
∑
a

IAMc,a (1.45)
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Value-added in activity a (value & volume)

PV AaV Aa = PY aY a − PMAT a.MATa − PEa.Ea (1.46)

V Aa = Y a −MATa − Ea (1.47)

Aggregate value-added (value & volume)

PV A.V A =
∑
a

PV AaV Aa (1.48)

V A =
∑
a

V Aa (1.49)

EBE in activity a (value & volume)

PEBEaEBEa = PV AaV Aa−CL_Sa.L_Sa.PROGa−PSY a.SY a−PIY a.IY a
(1.50)

EBEa = V Aa −
CL_Sa.L_Sa.PROGa

PEBEa
− SY a − IY a (1.51)

Aggregate EBE (value & volume)

PEBE.EBE =
∑
a

PEBEaEBEa (1.52)

EBE =
∑
a

EBEa (1.53)

Aggregate production (value & volume)

PY.Y =
∑
a

PY aY a (1.54)

Y =
∑
a

Y a (1.55)

2 The Producer

Domestic production of commodity c by activity a (value
and volume):

PY Qc.Y Qc =
∑
c

PY a.Y c,a (2.1)

Y c,a = ϕc,aY Qc (2.2)
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To facilitate the calibration this equation can be written: ln (Y c,a) = ln (Y Qc)+
ln (ϕc,a) . E-views will calculate automatically ln (ϕc,a) as an add factor. There
is no need to calibrate the share of commodity c produced by activity a ϕc,a .
To verify that

∑
a ϕc,a = 1, one can check that

∑
a ln (ϕc,a) = 0.

Aggregate (domestic) production of activity a (volume):

Y a =
∑
a

Y c,a (2.3)

Level I:

Demand for input in activity a:

∆kna,t = ∆ya,t −∆progKa,t + ∆SUBST_Ka,t (2.4)

∆SUBST_Kn
a,t = −ηKLa ϕLa,t−1∆(cKa,t − cLj,t)− ηKEa ϕEa,t−1∆(cKa,t − pEa,t)− ηKMat

a ϕMat
a,t−1∆(cKa,t − pMat

a,t )

∆lna,t = ∆ya,t −∆progLa,t + ∆SUBST_La,t (2.5)

∆SUBST_Lna,t = −ηKLa ϕKa,t−1∆(cLa,t − cKa,t)− ηLEa ϕEa,t−1∆(cLa,t − pEa,t)− ηLMj ϕMat
a,t−1∆(cLa,t − pMat

a,t )

Assuming that the adjustment process is de�ned according to Equations
(8.1), (8.2) and (8.3), the full dynamic for labor is also de�ned by the three
following additional relations:

ln(La,t) = λL0 .ln(Lna,t) + (1− λL0 )ln(La,t−1 + ∆ln(Lea,t))

∆ln(Lea,t) = λL1 .∆ln(Lea,t−1) + λL2 .∆ln(La,t−1) + λL3 .∆ln(Lna,t) + λL4 .∆ln(La,t+1)

SUBST_La,t = λL5 .SUBST_L
n
a,t + (1− λL5 ).SUBST_La,t−1

For the sake of concision, the representation of adjustment dynamic [Equations(8.1),(8.2)
and(8.3)] is not reproduced for each variable. Only notional variables are pre-
sented in the rest of the document.

∆ena,t = ∆ya,t −∆progEa,t + ∆SUBST_Ea,t (2.6)

∆SUBST_Ena,t = −ηKEa ϕKa,t−1∆(pEa,t − cKa,t)− ηLEa ϕLa,t−1∆(pEa,t − cLa,t)− ηEMat
a ϕMat

a,t−1∆(pEa,t − pMat
a,t )

∆matna,t = ∆ya,t −∆progMat
a,t + ∆SUBST_Mata,t (2.7)

∆SUBST_Matna,t = −ηKLMat
j ϕKa,t−1∆(pMat

a,t − cKa,t)− ηLMat
a ϕLa,t−1∆(pMat

a,t − cLa,t)
− ηEMat

a ϕEa,t−1∆(pEa,t − pMat
a,t )

with ϕja =
P Inputj,a IInputj,a∑
j P

Input
j,a IInputj,a

and j = {K,L,E,Mat}
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Commodity type c investment in activity a:

∆iac,a = ∆iaa (2.8)

Aggregate capital stock in activity a (value & volume):

PKa,t.Ka,t = PKa,t−1Ka,t−1(1− δa) + PIAa,t.IAa,t (2.9)

Ka,t = Ka,t−1(1− δa) + IAa,t (2.10)

∆iaa,t = ρIA1 .∆iaa,t−1 + ρIA2 ∆yea,t + ρIA3 (kna,t−1 − ka,t−1) + ρIA4 .∆SUBSTKa
(2.11)

yea,t = ρye1 .∆y
e
a,t−1 + ρye2 ∆ya,t (2.12)

The equation gives the average price of the installed capital capacity. Be-
cause the capital depreciation rate is lower that 1, the average price of the in-
stalled capital is lower than the investment price. When the economy is at the

steady state PKa = PIAa
(δa+µ)(1+π)

δa−1+(1+µ)(1+π) . This relation was used to calibrate

the base year.

Transport margins m = {14, ..., 18} paid on domestic com-
modities c 6= m (volume):

∆mtdm,c = ∆yqc + ∆SUBST_MTDm,c for c 6= m (2.13)

∆SUBST_MTDn
m,c = −

18∑
m′=14

ηm,m
′
ϕmtd′,c∆(pEm − pEm′)

Transport margins m = {14, ..., 18} paid on imported com-
modities c 6= m (volume):

∆mtmm,c = ∆mc + ∆SUBST_MTMm,c for c 6= m (2.14)

∆SUBST_MTMn
m,c = −

18∑
m′=14

ηm,m
′
ϕmtd′,c∆(pEm − pEm′)

Commercial margins m = 19 paid on domestic commodities
c 6= 19 (volume):

∆mcdc = ∆yqc for c 6= 19 (2.15)
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Commercial margins m = 19 paid on imported commodities
c 6= 19 (volume):

∆mcmc = ∆mc for c 6= 19 (2.16)

Stock/inventories for commodity c (domestic & imported):

We assume that inventories are equal to a share of the annual production αSc =
(Number of days of sales)/365.

DSDc = ∆SDc (2.17)

SDn
c = αSc (CIDc + CHDc +GDc + IDc +XDc) (2.18)

DSMc = ∆SMc (2.19)

SMn
c = αSc (CIM c + CHM c +GM c + IM c +XM c) (2.20)

Level II:

Notional demand in energy c by activity a

∆ec,a = ∆ea + ∆SUBST_Ec,a (2.21)

∆SUBST_Enc,a,t = −
24∑

c′=21

ηcc
′
ϕc′,a,t−1∆

(
PTEPc,a,t−1

PTEPc′,a,t−1
.pEc,a,t −

PTEPc′,a,t−1

PTEPc,a,t−1
.pEc′,a,t

)
Note that here the notional variable is not presented since we assume that the

adjustment is instantaneous. However there is still a dynamic for substitution
according to the adjustment process de�ned by Equation (8.3):

Self employed and employed

∆L_Sa = ∆La (2.22)

L_SEa = La − L_Sa

L_S =
∑
a

L_Sa (2.23)

L_SE =
∑
a

L_SEa (2.24)

Notional demand for material i of the sector a

∆matc,a = ∆mata + ∆SUBST_MATc,a (2.25)

∆SUBST_MATnc,a,t = −
18∑

c′=14

ηcc
′
ϕc′,a,t−1∆(pMat

c,a,t − pMat
c′,a,t)
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Level III:

Demand for imported material c of the sector a (for c=1...20)

∆matmn
c,a = ∆matc,a + ∆SUBST_MATM c,a (2.26)

∆SUBST_MATMn
c,a,t = −ηcd,cmϕc,a,t−1∆(pMatM

c,t − pMatD
c,t )

Demand for domestic material c of the sector a (for c=1...20)

∆matdnc,a,t = ∆matc,a,t + ∆SUBST_MATDa,t (2.27)

∆SUBST_MATDn
c,a,t = −ηcd,cmϕc,a,t−1∆(pMatD

c,t − pMatM
c,t )

Demand for imported energy c of the sector a (for c=21...24)

∆emc,a,t = ∆ec,a,t + ∆SUBST_EMc,a,t (2.28)

∆SUBST_EMn
c,a,t = −ηcm,cdϕEMc,a,t−1∆(pEMc,t − pEDc,t )

Demand for domestic energy c of the sector a (for c=21...24)

∆edc,a = ∆ec,a + ∆SUBST_EDc,a (2.29)

∆SUBST_EDn
c,a,t = −ηcd,cmϕEDc,a,t−1∆(pEDc,t − pEMc,t )

Allocation of Investment between Import and Domestic:

Import:

∆iamc,a = ∆iac,a + ∆SUBST_IAMc,at (2.30)

∆SUBST_IAMn
c,a,t = −ηcd,cmϕIAMc,a,t−1∆(pIAMc,t − pIADc,t )

Domestic:

∆iadc,a,t = ∆iac,a,t + ∆SUBST_IADc,a,t (2.31)

∆SUBST_IADn
c,a,t = −ηcd,cmϕIAMc,a,t−1∆(pIADc − pIAMc )

Transport marginsm = {14, ..., 18} domesticly produced (value
& volume):

PMTDm.MTDm = − Y Qm
Y Qm +Mm

∑
c

(PMTDm,c.MTDm,c + PMTMm,c.MTMm,c) for c 6= m

(2.32)
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MTDm = − Y Qm
Y Qm +Mm

∑
c

(MTDm,c +MTMm,c) for c 6= m (2.33)

Imported transport margins m = {14, ..., 18} (value & vol-
ume):

PMTMm.MTMm = − Mm

Y Qm +Mm

∑
c

(PMTDm,c.MTDm,c + PMTMm,c.MTMm,c) for c 6= m

(2.34)

MTMm = − Mm

Y Qm +Mm

∑
c

(MTDm,c +MTMm,c) for c 6= m (2.35)

Commercial margins domesticly produced (value & vol-
ume):

PMCD19.MCD19 = − Y Q19

Y Q19 +M19

∑
c

(PMCDc.MCDc + PMCMc.MCMc) for c 6= 19

(2.36)

MCD19 = − Y Q19

Y Q19 +M19

∑
c

(MCDc +MCMc) for c 6= 19 (2.37)

Imported commercial margins (value & volume):

PMCM19.MCM19 = − M19

Y Q19 +M19

∑
c

(PMCDc.MCDc + PMCMc.MCMc) for c 6= 19

(2.38)

MCM19 = − M19

Y Q19 +M19

∑
c

(MCDc +MCMc) for c 6= 19 (2.39)

Export

∆xc,t = ∆wdc,t + ∆SUBST_Xc,t (2.40)

∆SUBST_Xn
c,t = −ηx∆(pXc,t − tc.pWc,t)

Exportations of domestic products:

∆xdc,t = ∆xc,t + ∆SUBST_XDc,t (2.41)

∆SUBST_XDn
c,t = −ηxdϕXMc,t−1∆(pXDc,t − pXMc,t )
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Exportations of imported products:

∆xmc,t = ∆xc,t + ∆SUBST_XMc,t (2.42)

∆SUBST_XMn
c,t = −ηxdϕXDc,t−1∆(pXMc,t − pXDc,t )

External balance

DC_V ALa = PXa.Xa − PMa.Ma (2.43)

DC_V AL =
∑
a

DC_V ALa (2.44)

3 The government

Tax on energy c domestically produced (value & volume):

PENERTDc,t.ENERTDc,t = TENERTDc,t .Y Qc,t (3.1)

ENERTDc,t = TENERTDc,0 .Y Qc,t (3.2)

We assume that the tax is proportional to the quantity produced. Only the
4 energy sectors pay this tax: TIPP, TICE, etc.

Tax on imported energy c (value & volume):

PENERTM c,t.ENERTMc,t = TENERTMc,t .M c,t (3.3)

ENERTM c,t = TENERTMc,0 .M c,t (3.4)

Tax on energy c (value & volume):

PENERT c.ENERT c = PENERTM c.ENERTMc+PENERTDc.ENERTDc

(3.5)

ENERT c = ENERTMc + ENERTDc (3.6)
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Agregate tax on energy (value & volume):

PENERT.ENERT =
∑
c

PENERT c.ENERT c (3.7)

ENERT =
∑
c

ENERT c (3.8)

`

VAT tax on commodity c (value & volume):

PV ATDc,t.V ATDc,t =
PCHDc,t.CHDc,t

1 + TV ATDc,t

(3.9)

+ TV ATDothc,t

PIDc,t.IDc,t + PCIDc,t.CIDc,t + PGDc,t.GDc,t

1 + TV ATDothc,t

V ATDc,t = TV ATDc,0

CHDc,t

1 + TV ATDc,0

+ TV ATDothc,o

IDc,t + CIDc,t +GDc,t

1 + TV ATDothc,0

(3.10)

PV ATMc,t.V ATM c,t = TV ATMc,t

PCHMc,t.CHMc,t

1 + TV ATMc,t

(3.11)

+ TV ATMoth
c,t

PIMc,t.IMc,t + PCIMc,t.CIMc,t + PGMc,t.GMc,t

1 + TV ATMoth
c,t

V ATM c,t = TV ATMc,0

CHMc,t

1 + TV ATMc,0

+TV ATMoth
c,0

IMc,t + CIMc,t +GMc,t

1 + TV ATMoth
c,0

(3.12)

VAT tax on commodity c (value & volume):

PV AT c.V AT c = PV ATDc.V ATDc + PV ATMc.V ATM c (3.13)

V AT c = V ATDc + V ATM c (3.14)

Agregate VAT (value & volume):

PV AT.V AT =
∑
c

PV AT c.V AT c (3.15)

V AT =
∑
c

V AT c (3.16)
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Other tax on commodity c (value & volume):

POTHTDc,t.OTHTDc,t = TOTHTDc,t .PY Qc,t.Y Qc,t (3.17)

OTHTDc,t = TOTHTDc,0 .Y Qc,t (3.18)

POTHTMc,t.OTHTMc,t = TOTHTMc,t .PMc,t.Mc,t (3.19)

OTHTM c,t = TOTHTMc,0 .Mc,t (3.20)

Other tax on commodity c (value & volume):

POTHT c.OTHT c = POTHTDc.OTHTDc + POTHTMc.OTHTMc (3.21)

OTHT c = OTHTDc +OTHTMc (3.22)

Agregate other tax (value & volume):

POTHT.OTHT =
∑
c

POTHT c.OTHT c (3.23)

OTHT =
∑
c

OTHT c (3.24)

Total tax on commodity (value & volume):

PTAX.cTAXc = PV ATc.V ATc + PENERTc.ENERTc + POTHTc.OTHTc
(3.25)

TAXc = V ATc + ENERTc +OTHTc (3.26)

Agregate tax (value & volume):

PTAX.TAX =
∑
c

PTAXc.TAXc (3.27)

TAX =
∑
c

TAXc (3.28)

Taxes on bene�ts (value & volume):

PISa.ISa,t = T ISt .PEBEa,t−1.EBEa,t−1 (3.29)

ISa,t = T IS0 .EBEa,t−1 (3.30)
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Agregate tax on bene�ts (value & volume):

PIS.IS =
∑
a

PISa.ISa (3.31)

IS =
∑
a

PISa (3.32)

Taxes on income (value):

IRh,t_V AL = T IR0 .DISPINCAIh,t_V AL (3.33)

Agregate tax on income (value):

IR_V AL =
∑
h

IRh,t_V AL (3.34)

Taxes on capital (value):

AICh,t_V AL = TAICt .DISPINCAIh,t_V AL (3.35)

Agregate tax on Capital (value):

AIC_V AL =
∑
h

AICh,t_V AL (3.36)

Subvention on commodity c (value & volume):

PSUBc,t.SUBc,t = TSUBc,t .Y Qc,t (3.37)

SUBc,t = TSUBc,0 .Y Qc,t (3.38)

We assume that the subvention is proportional to the quantity produced
which is true in most cases (in particular for agriculture). Consequently the
price of the subvention grows at the same rate as the subvention. For simplicity,
we assume that in equilibrium, the subvention rate grows at the rate of in�ation.

Subvention on commodity c (value & volume):

PSUB.SUB =
∑
c

PSUBc.SUBc (3.39)

SUB =
∑
c

SUBc (3.40)
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Tax on activities (value & volume)

PIYa.IYa = TIY Na,t.PYa.Ya (3.41)

IYa = TIY Na,0.Ya (3.42)

Aggregate Tax on activities (value & volume)

PIY.IY =
∑
a

PIYa.IY a (3.43)

IY =
∑
a

IYa (3.44)

Subventions on activities (value & volume)

PSYa.SYa = TSY Na.PYa.Ya (3.45)

SYa = TSY Na,0.Ya (3.46)

Aggregate subventions on activities (value & volume)

PSY.SY =
∑
a

PSYa.SYa (3.47)

SY =
∑
a

SYa (3.48)

Social Security Accounting:Employer Social Contribution

CSEa.PCSEa = TCSEa,t .L_Sa.W_Sa (3.49)

PCSEa = PCH19 (3.50)

Aggregate Employer Social Contribution (value & volume)

PCSE.CSE =
∑
a

PCSEa.CSEa (3.51)

CSE =
∑
a

CSEa (3.52)

Employer Social Contribution from the rest of the world

CSEROW .PCSEROW = TCSE
ROW

a,t SBROW (3.53)

PCSEROW = PCH19 (3.54)
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Total employer Social Contribution (in value & volume)

PCSETOT .CSETOT = PCSE.CSE + PCSEROW .CSEROW (3.55)

CSETOT = CSE + CSEROW (3.56)

Social Security Accounting:Salary Social Contribution

CSSa.PCSSa = TCSSt .La.W_Sa (3.57)

PCSSa = PCH19 (3.58)

Social Security Accounting:Salary Social Contribution of
self-employed labor

CSS_SE.PCSSSE = T
CSS_SE
t .L_SE.W_SE19 (3.59)

PCSSSE = PCH19 (3.60)

Aggregate Employer Social Contribution (value & volume)

PCSS.CSS =
∑
a

PCSSa.CSSa (3.61)

CSS =
∑
a

CSSa (3.62)

PCSS_SE.CSS_SE =
∑
a

PCSSSEa .CSSSEa (3.63)

CSS_SE =
∑
a

CSSSEa (3.64)

Total Employer Social Contribution (value & volume)

PCSSTOT .CSSTOT = PCSS.(CSS + CSSROW ) + PCSS_SE.CSS_SE
(3.65)

CSSTOT = CSS + CSS_SE + CSSROW (3.66)

Receipts from the private activity (in value and volume)

DIV GOV_V AL =
∑
a

DIV GOVa _V AL (3.67)
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Public receipts (in value & volume)

REC_V AL = PY20.Y 20 + PTAX.TAX + PIY.IY + PSY.SY + PIS.IS
+IR_V AL+AIC_V AL+ PCSETOT .CSETOT + PCSSTOT .CSSTOT

+DIV GOV_V AL + TCOV AL

(3.68)

Social Prestations

PRESOC_DOMU_V AL = 0.3.W_S.Un_TOT (3.69)

PRESOC_DOMOth_V AL = PRESOC_DOMOth
t−1 .(1+Ṗ+∆pop)−ηprest.∆un

(3.70)

PRESOC_DOM_V AL = PRESOC_DOMU_V AL+PRESOC_DOMOth_V AL
(3.71)

Decomposition of Social Prestation between domestic and
foreign destinations

PRESOC_V AL = PRESOC_DOM_V AL+ PRESOC_ROW_V AL
(3.72)

Total expenditure by product c:

PEXP_{13,h}

PEXPG.EXPG =
∑
c

PEXPGc.EXPGc (3.73)

EXPG =
∑
c

EXPGc (3.74)

PEXPGc = PGc (3.75)

∆expgc,t = ∆expgt (3.76)
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Domestic and imported government consumptions in com-
modity c:

∆gdc,t = ∆expgc,t + ∆SUBST_GDc,t (3.77)

∆SUBST_GDn
c,t = ηcd,cmϕchm,c∆(pGD − pGM )

∆gmc,t = ∆expgc,t + ∆SUBST_GM c,t (3.78)

∆SUBST_GMn
c,t = ηcd,cmϕchd,c∆(pGMc − pGDc )

Public spendings (in value & volume)

DEP_V AL = (NCU20.Y20) + PRESOC_V AL
+PRESOC_V AL+ PG.G+R_Gt−1.DEBT_G_V ALt−1

−PSUB.SUB +DEPTCO_V AL + CIDD + (BONUS −MALUS)
(3.79)

Public De�cit (in value & volume)

BF_G_V AL = DEP_V AL−REC_V AL+BF_G_V AL_ajust (3.80)

DP_G_V AL = BF_G_V AL/PGDP ∗GDP (3.81)

Dynamic of the public debt (in value & volume):

DEBT_G_V AL = DEBTT−1_G_V AL+BF_G_V AL (3.82)

The Carbon Tax

TCOD_V ALe = TTCO.ICe.Y Qe (3.83)

TCOM_V ALe = TTCO.ICe.Me (3.84)

TCO_V ALe = TCOM_V ALe + TCOD_V ALe (3.85)

TCO_V AL =
∑

TCO_V ALe (3.86)

REC_TCO_V AL = TCO_V AL (3.87)

RTCO_H = αTCO.REC_TCO_V AL (3.88)

RTCOh = ϕTCOhRTCO_H (3.89)

RTCOE = ϕTCOhREC_TCO_V AL (3.90)
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4 The consumer: households and households hy-

brid

Average wage:

W_S.L_S =
∑
a

W_Sa.L_Sa (4.1)

W_SE.L_SE =
∑
a

W_SEa.L_SEa (4.2)

CL_S.L_S =
∑
a

CL_Sa.L_Sa (4.3)

CL_SE.L_SE =
∑
a

CL_SEa.L_SEa (4.4)

W.L = W_S.L_S +W_SE.L_SE (4.5)

CL.L = CL_S.L_S + CL_SE.L_SE (4.6)

L = L_S + L_SE (4.7)

Decomposition of Financial Wealth:

DIV HH_V AL =
∑
a

DIV HHa (4.8)

FW_V AL = DIV HH_V AL+ INTHH_V AL (4.9)

Total disposable income before taxes:

DISPINCAI_V AL = (W_S.L_S+SBROW ).(1−TCSS)+W_SE.L_SE∗(1−TCSS_SE)
(4.10)

+PRESOCDOM_V AL+ FW_V AL+ TRROW_V AL

Disposable income before taxes for household h:

DISPINCAIh _V AL = ϕDISPINCh .DISPINCAI_V AL (4.11)

In a future version, we may assume that ϕ varies according the the compo-
nents of the disposable income.
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Net Disposable income for household h:

DISPINCh_V AL = DISPINCAIh _V AL−IRh_V AL−AICh_V AL+RTCOh
(4.12)

DISPINC_V AL =
∑

DISPINh_V AL (4.13)

Household h's total expenditures (value & volume):

PEXPh.EXPh =
∑
c

PEXPc,h.EXPc,h (4.14)

EXPh =
∑
c

.EXPc,h (4.15)

EXPH =
∑
h

.EXPh (4.16)

PEXPH.EXPH =
∑

PEXPh.EXPh (4.17)

Marginal propension to save:

∆MPSh = β1∆(UNR_TOT ) +β2∆(R− ˙infl_FR) +β3∆

(
DEBT_GV AL

PGDP.GDP

)
(4.18)

Savings equation:

Sh = DISPINCh_V AL− PEXPh.EXPh (4.19)

TSh =
DISPINCh_V AL− PEXPh.EXPh

DISPINCh_V AL
(4.20)

Sh = DISPINCh_V AL− PEXPh.EXPh (4.21)

TS =
S

DISPINC_V AL
(4.22)

4.1 The households (LES)

c={01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24}

Notional household h's expenditures in commodity c:

EXPnc,h.PEXPc,h = PEXPc,h.NEXPc,h+βEXPc,h (DISPINC_V ALh.(1−MPSh)−PNEXPh.NEXPh)
(4.23)

βEXPc,h,0 = (PEXPc,h,0.EXPc,h,0−PEXPc,h,0.NEXPc,h,0)/(PEXPh,0EXPh,0−
PNEXPh,0.NEXPh,0) is calibrated by inversing the above equation at the base
year.
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Household h's marginal propension to spend in commodity
c:

∆βEXPc,h = (1− ηLES_CES).∆
PEXPc,h
PEXPCESh

(4.24)

PEXPCESh =

[∑
c

βEXPc,h,0 .PEXPc,h
(1−ηLES_CES)

] 1

1−ηLES_CES

(4.25)

Household h's total necessary expenditures (value & vol-
ume):

PNEXPh.NEXPh =
∑
c

PEXPc,h.NEXPc,h (4.26)

NEXPh =
∑
c

NEXPc,h (4.27)

Total expenditure by product c:

PEXPc.EXPc =
∑
h

PEXPc,h.EXPc,h (4.28)

EXPc =
∑
h

EXPc,h (4.29)

φEXPc,h = EXPc,h/EXPc (4.30)

Household h's expenditures price c:

PEXPc,h = PCHc (4.31)

Domestic and imported households' consumption in com-
modity c:

∆CHDc,t = ∆EXP c,t + ∆SUBST_CHDc,t (4.32)

∆SUBST_CHDn
c,t = ηLV L4_HH∆(pchdc − pchmc).

PCHDc,t−1.CHDc,t−1

PCHc,t−1.CHc,t−1

∆CHM c,t = EXP c,t − CHDc (4.33)

∆SUBST_CHMn
c,t = ηLV L4_HH∆(pchmc − pchdc).

PCHMc,t−1.CHMc,t−1

PCHc,t−1.CHc,t−1
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Ajustment LES:

expc,h,t = µ1exp
n
c,h,t + (1− µ1).(expc,h,t−1 + ∆expec,h) (4.34)

∆expec,h,t = µ2∆expec,h,t−1 + µ3∆expc,h,t−1 + µ4∆expnc,h,t (4.35)

4.2 Household Hybrid

Building stock dynamic

∆BUILh,k,t = ϕNewBUILh,k (∆BUILh,t +BUILh,0,t) (4.36)

+

k−1∑
k′=0

REHABh,k′,k −
K∑

k′=k+1

REHABh,k,k′

−
k−1∑
k′=0

δBUILh,k,k′ BUILh,k,t−1 +

K∑
k′=k+1

δBUILh,k′,kBUILh,k′,t−1

BUILh,0,t =
∑
k

δBUILh,k,0 BUILh,k,t−1 (4.37)

∆BUIL = ∆pop+ ∆M2percapita (4.38)

Aggregation of building stock

BUILk =
∑
h

BUILh,k

BUIL =
∑
h

BUILh

Proportion of the the category K's rehabilitated building

∆τ
REHAB_n

h,k = ∆τ
REHAB_trend

h,k + ηh,k
UCREHAB

h,k

UCh,k

(4.39)

τREHAB
h,k = τ

REHAB_∗
h,k (∗ = L, H, n)

0 6 τ
REHAB_L

h,k 6 τREHAB
h,k 6 τ

REHAB_H

h,k 6 1 (4.40)
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Rehabilitation of building

REHABh,k,k′ = ϕREHABh,k,k′ .τREHABh,k BUILh,k,t−1 (4.41)

∑
k′

ϕREHABh,k,k′ = 1 (4.42)

The user cost of building rehabilitation

UCREHABh,k = UC
K_REHAB
h,k + UC

E_REHAB
h,k (4.43)

UC
E_REHAB
h,k =

K∑
k′=k+1

ϕREHABh,k,k′ .UCEh,k′ (4.44)

UCh,k = UCKh,k + UCEh,k (4.45)

UC
K_REHAB
h,k = P

REHAB_δBUIL

h,k (R
CASH_REHAB
h,k + (4.46)

R
LOAN_REHAB
h,k R

I_REHAB
h,k,t−1 LDREHAB

h,k

1− (1 +R
BUIL_REHAB
h,k,t−1 )−LD

REHAB
h,k

)

R
LOAN_REHAB
h,k = 1−RCASH_REHABh,k (4.47)

LDREHAB
h,k 5 θ

LD_REHAB
h,k /δREHABh,k (4.48)

UCKh,k = PREHABh,k,k δBUILh,k (RCASHh,k +
RLOANh,k R

I_BUIL
h,k,t−1 LDh,k

1− (1 +R
I_BUIL
h,k,t−1 )−LDh,k

)(4.49)

RLOANh,k = 1−RCASHh,k (4.50)

LDh,k 5 θLDh,k /δ
REHAB
h,k (4.51)

δREHABh,k =

K∑
k′=k+1

ϕREHABh,k,k′ δBUILh,k′ (4.52)

δBUILh,k =

k−1∑
k′=0

δBUILh,k,k′ (4.53)

PENERBUILh,k,e .ENER
BUIL
h,k,e = PEXPe,h.EXP

BUIL
h,k,e
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UCEh,k = P
Ener_m2

h,k .

(
1 +

.

P
Ener_m²_e

h,k

)1/δBUILh,k

− 1

.

P
Ener_m²_e

h,k /δBUILh,k

(4.54)

P
Ener_m²

h,k .BUILh,k = PENERBUILh,k .ENERBUILh,k (4.55)

.

P
Ener_m²_e

h,k,t = λ
Ener_BUIL
0

.

P
Ener_m²_e

h,k,t−1

+(1− λEner_BUIL0 )
.

P
Ener_m²

h,k,t−1 (4.56)

The average price of the investment in renovation

P
REHAB_δBUIL

h,k .REHABh,k =

K∑
k′=k+1

(4.57)

(
1−RSUBh,k,k′

)
PREHABh,k,k′ .REHABh,k,k′ .δ

BUIL
h,k′

P
REHAB_δBUIL_bis
h,k =

K∑
k′=k+1

(
1−RSUBh,k,k′

)
ϕREHABh,k,k′ PREHABh,k,k′ δBUILh,k′

V ER_P
REHAB_δ
h,k .REHABh,k = −PREHAB_δh,k + (4.58)

K∑
k′=k+1

(
1−RSUBh,k,k′

)
PREHABh,k,k′ .ϕREHABh,k,k′ δBUILh,k′
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The expenditure related to housing for building K

EXP_HOUSINGV ALh,k = DEBT
REHAB_V AL
h,k,t−1 (R

I_REHAB
h,k,t−1 +R

RMBS_REHAB
h,k,t−1 ) (4.59)

+R
CASH_REHAB
h,k,t PREHABh,k REHABh,k

+DEBT
NewBUIL_V AL
h,k,t−1 (R

I_NewBUIL
h,k,t−1 +R

RMBS_NewBUIL
h,k,t−1 )

+R
CASH_NewBUIL
h,k,t .PNewBUILh,k .NewBUILh,k

+PENERBUILh,k .ENERBUILh,k

DEBT
REHAB_V AL
h,k,t = DEBT

REHAB_V AL
h,k,t−1 (1−RRMBS_REHAB

h,k,t−1 ) (4.60)

+R
LOAN_REHAB
h,k,t .PREHABh,k .REHABh,k

DEBT
NewBUIL_V AL
h,k,t = DEBT

NewBUIL_V AL
h,k,t−1 (1−RRMBS_NewBUIL

h,k,t−1 ) (4.61)

+R
LOAN_REHAB
h,k,t .PNewBUILh,k .NewBUILh,k

R
RMBS_X
h,k =

1

LDX
h,k

4pREHABh,k,k′ = 4pch13 (4.62)

4pNewBUILh,k = 4pch13 (4.63)

R
REHAB_DEBT
h,k =

PREHABh,k .REHABh,k

DEBT
REHAB_VAL

h,k

(4.64)

Aggregation of equations

REHABh,k =

K∑
k′=k+1

REHABh,k,k′

REHABh =
∑
k

.REHABh,k

REHAB =
∑
h

.REHABh
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PREHABh,k .REHABh,k =
∑
k′

PREHABh,k,k′ .REHABh,k,k′

EXP_HOUSINGV ALh =
∑
k

EXP_HOUSINGV ALh,k

EXP_HOUSINGV AL =
∑
k

EXP_HOUSINGV ALh

EXP
REHAB_V AL
h = PREHABh .REHABh

EXPREHAB_V AL =
∑

EXP
REHAB_V AL
h

EXP
NEWBUIL_V AL
h = PNEWBUIL

h .NEWBUILh

EXPNEWBUIL_V AL =
∑

EXP
NEWBUIL_V AL
h

φEXP13bis,h =
EXP

NEWBUIL_V AL
h + EXP

REHAB_V AL
h

EXPNEWBUIL_V AL + EXPREHAB_V AL
(4.65)

EXP
OTH_V AL
13 =

∑
EXP

OTH_V AL
13,h (4.66)

∆exp
OTH_V AL
13,h = ∆dispincV ALh .(1−MPS_HHh) (4.67)

EXP
OTH_V AL
13,h = φEXP13bis,h.EXP

OTH_V AL
13 at base year

EXP13,h = PNEWBUIL
h,0 .NEWBUILh + PREHABh,0 .REHABh +

EXP
OTH_V AL
13,h

PEXP13,h
(4.68)
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EXP13 =
∑

EXP13,h (4.69)

NEWBUILh,k = ϕNewBUILh,k (∆BUILh +BUILh,0) (4.70)

NEWBUILh =
∑
k

NEWBUILh,k

PNEWBUIL
h .NEWBUILh =

∑
k

PNEWBUIL
h,k NEWBUILh,k

NEWBUIL =
∑
h

NEWBUILh

PNEWBUIL.NEWBUIL =
∑
h

PNEWBUIL
h NEWBUILh

PEXPHh .EXPHh =
∑
k

PEXPHh,k .EXPHh,k

Veri�cation for the initial period

BUIL_V ERIFh =
∑
k

BUILh,k (4.71)

BUIL_V ERIF =
∑
h

BUIL_V ERIFh (4.72)

V ERIF_BUIL =
∑
h

(BUIL_V ERIFh −BUILh) = 0 (4.73)

V ERIF_ϕREHABh,k =
∑

ϕREHABh,k − 1 (4.74)

EXP_HOUSINGbisV ALh = PEXP13,h.EXP13,h+PENERBUILh .ENERBUILh

(4.75)

EXP_HOUSINGverV ALh = EXP_HOUSINGbisV ALh − (4.76)

(EXP_HOUSINGV ALh + EXP
OTH_V AL
13,h ) = 0
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Automobile stock dynamic

∆AUTOh,k,t = ϕNewAutoh,k (∆AUTOh,t +AUTODESh,t ) (4.77)

−δAUTOh,k AUTOh,k,t−1

AUTODESh,t =
∑
k

δAUTOh,k AUTOh,k,t−1 (4.78)

NewAUTOh,k = ϕNewAUTOh,k (∆AUTOh +AUTODESh ) (4.79)

∆pNewAUTOh,k = ∆pch03 (4.80)

The expenditure related to automobile

EXP_MOB
AUTO_V AL
h,k = DEBT

AUTO_V AL
h,k,t (RIh,k,t−1 +R

RMBS_AUTO
h,k,t−1 ) (4.81)

+R
CASH_AUTO
h,k,t PNewAUTO.NewAUTOh,k(1−RSUB_AUTOh,k )

+PEXP 22
h .EXPAUTOh,k

UCautoh,k = PREHABh,k δBUILh,k

(
R
CASH_AUTO

h,k +
RLOANh,k RIh,k,t−1LDh,k

1− (1 +RIh,k,t−1)
−LDh,k

)
(4.82)

+

(
1 + Ṗ

Ener_auto_e

k

)1/δautok − 1

Ṗ
Ener_auto_e

k /δautok

.Ṗ
Ener_auto

k

DEBT
AUTO_V AL

h,k,t = DEBT
AUTO_V AL

h,k,t−1 (1−R
RMBS_AUTO

h,k,t−1 )

+R
LOAN_AUTO

h,k,t PNewAUTOh,k .NewAUTOh,k(1−R
SUB_AUTO

h,k )

(4.83)

EXP
NewAUTO_V AL
h,k = PNewAutoh,k .NewAUTOh,k(1−RSUBh,k ) (4.84)
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∆kmtraveler
h = ∆popTOT (4.85)

∆km
traveler_auto
h = ∆kmtraveler

h (4.86)

∆kmAUTO
h = ∆km

traveler_auto
h (4.87)

∆AUTOh = ∆kmAUTO
h (4.88)

KmAUTO
h,k = KmAUTO

h .
AUTOh,k
autoh

(4.89)

∆expAUTOh,k,e = αAUTO
(

∆kmauto
h,k − ηMOB_TRSP_COL.(1− ϕAUTO). (pch03 − pch14)

)
+(1− αAUTO)∆exph,k

(4.90)

EXPh,t
AUTO_elec = EXPh,t−1

AUTO_elec.(1 + ∆exph).T gth_elec

EXPh,t
AUTO_elec = +ηAUTO_elec.ϕ

EXP_AUTO22

t−1 .∆ (pexp22 − pexp23)

+ηBONUS_elec.ϕEXP03
t−1 .∆pieff03 .TBONUS_elec

+ηBONUS_elec.ϕEXP03
t−1 .∆pieff03 .TBONUS_elec

if
(
EXP eff03 − EXP elec03

)
> 0

EXPh,t
AUTO_elec = EXPh,t−1

AUTO_elec if
(
EXP eff03 − EXP elec03

)
6 0
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Aggregation of automobile expenditure

EXPAUTOh,k =
∑
e

EXPAUTOh,k,e (4.91)

EXPAUTOh =
∑
k

EXPAUTOh,k (4.92)

EXPAUTOh,e =
∑
k

EXPAUTOh,k,e (4.93)

EXPAUTOk,e =
∑
h

EXPAUTOh,k,e (4.94)

EXPAUTO =
∑
h

EXPAUTOh (4.95)

Aggregation of automobile

AUTOk =
∑
h

AUTOh,k (4.96)

AUTO =
∑
k

AUTOk (4.97)

NewAUTOh =
∑
k

NewAUTOh,k (4.98)

PNewAUTOh .NewAUTOh =
∑
k

PNewAUTOh,k .NewAUTOh,k (4.99)

EXP
NewAUTO_V AL
h =

∑
EXP

NewAUTO_V AL
h,k (4.100)

EXPNewAUTO_V AL =
∑

EXP
NewAUTO_V AL
h (4.101)

φEXP03bis,h =
EXP

NewAUTO_VAL

h

EXPNewAUTO_VAL
(4.102)
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EXP_MOB
AUTO_V AL
h =

∑
EXP_MOB

AUTO_V AL
h,k (4.103)

EXP_MOBAUTO_V AL =
∑

EXP_MOB
AUTO_V AL
h (4.104)

EXP
OTH_V AL
03 =

∑
h

EXP
OTH_V AL
03,h (4.105)

EXP
OTH_V AL
03 = PEXP03.EXP03 − EXPNewAUTO_V AL

for base year

EXP03 =
∑
h

EXP03,h (4.106)

∆exp
OTH_V AL
03,h ) = ∆dispincV ALh .(1−MPSHHh ) (4.107)

EXP
OTH_V AL
03,h = φEXP03bis,h.EXP

OTH_V AL
03 for base year

EXP03,h = PNewAutoh,k,0 .NewAUTOh,k +
EXP

OTH_V AL
03

PEXP03,h
(4.108)

Veri�cation of automobile

EXP_MOB
AUTObis_V AL
h = PEXP03,h.EXP03,h + (4.109)

PEXP 03,h.EXP
AUTO
h

EXP_MOBAUTObis_V AL =
∑

EXP_MOB
AUTObis_V AL
h (4.110)

EXP_MOB
AUTOver_V AL
h = EXP_MOB

AUTObis_V AL
h − (4.111)

(EXP_MOB
AUTO_V AL
h + EXP

OTH_V AL
03,h )

EXP_MOBAUTOver_V AL = EXP_MOBAUTObis_V AL − (4.112)

(EXP_MOBAUTO_V AL + EXP
OTH_V AL
03,h )
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Other transports:

c={14 15 16 17 18}

EXP_MOB
OTH_V AL
h =

∑
PEXPc,h.EXPc,h

c = 14, 15, 16, 17, 18
(4.113)

∆kmtraveler
c,h = ∆kmtraveler

h (4.114)

∆expc,h = ∆kmtraveler
c,h (4.115)

EXPc =
∑
h

EXPc,h (4.116)

Total Mobility

EXP_MOBV ALh = EXP_MOB
AUTO_V AL
h + (4.117)

EXP_MOB
OTH_V AL
h + EXP

OTH_V AL
03,h

4.2.1 Energy Consumption

Energy of building

ENERBUILh,k,e = ENERperM2
h,k,e .BUILh,k (4.118)

∆enerperM2
h,k,e = 0 (4.119)

∆expBUILh,k,e = ∆enerBUILh,k,e (4.120)

∆exp_builh,k,22 = ∆ener_builh,k,22 + ∆standard_BUIL
+ηEXPh,k,22 .(∆pexp22 −∆pexp)

+ηBuilh,k,24_22 .

(
PEXPTEP24,t−1

PEXPTEP22,t−1
.∆pexp24 −

PEXPTEP22,t−1

PEXPTEP24,t−1
.∆pexp22

)
.

EXP24_BUIL_eff,t−1

EXP22_BUIL_eff,t−1
+EXP24_BUIL_eff,t−1

if ener_builh,k,22 > 0

∆exp_builh,k,22 = ∆ener_builh,k,22
+∆standard_BUIL if ener_builh,k,22 0 0
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∆exp_builh,k,23 = ∆ener_builh,k,23 + ∆standard_BUIL
+ηEXPh,k,23 .(∆pexp23 −∆pexp)

+ηBuilh,k,24_23 .

(
PEXPTEP24,t−1

PEXPTEP22,t−1
.∆pexp24 −

PEXPTEP23,t−1

PEXPTEP23,t−1
.∆pexp23

)
.

EXP24_BUIL_eff,t−1

EXP23_BUIL_eff,t−1
+EXP24_BUIL_eff,t−1

if ener_builh,k,23 > 0

∆exp_builh,k,23 = ∆ener_builh,k,23
+∆standard_BUIL if ener_builh,k,23 0 0

∆exp_builh,k,24 = ∆ener_builh,k,24 + ∆standard_BUIL
+ηEXPh,k,24 .(∆pexp24 −∆pexp)

+ηBuilh,k,22_24 .

(
PEXPTEP22,t−1

PEXPTEP24,t−1
.∆pexp22 −

PEXPTEP24,t−1

PEXPTEP22,t−1
.∆pexp24

)
.

EXP22_BUIL_eff,t−1

EXP22_BUIL_eff,t−1
+EXP24_BUIL_eff,t−1

+ηBuilh,k,23_24 .

(
PEXPTEP23,t−1

PEXPTEP24,t−1
.∆pexp23 −

PEXPTEP24,t−1

PEXPTEP23,t−1
.∆pexp24

)
.

EXP23_BUIL_eff,t−1

EXP22_BUIL_eff,t−1
+EXP24_BUIL_eff,t−1

if ener_builh,k,23 > 0

∆exp_builh,k,24 = ∆ener_builh,k,24
+∆standard_BUIL if ener_builh,k,24 0 0

PENERBUILh,k,e .ENER
BUIL
h,k,e = PEXPe,h.EXP

BUIL
h,k,e (4.121)

Aggregation Energy consumption in building

PENERBUILh,k .ENERBUILh,k =
∑
e

(PENERBUILh,k,e .ENER
BUIL
h,k,e ) (4.122)

ENERBUILh,k =
∑
e

ENERBUILh,k,e (4.123)

PENERBUILh .ENERBUILh =
∑
k

PENERBUILh,k .ENERBUILh,k (4.124)

ENERBUILh =
∑
k

ENERBUILh,k (4.125)
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PENERBUIL.ENERBUIL =
∑
h

PENERBUILh .ENERBUILh (4.126)

ENERBUIL =
∑
h

ENERBUILh (4.127)

PENERBUILh,e .ENERBUILh,e =
∑
k

PENERBUILh,k,e .ENER
BUIL
h,k,e (4.128)

ENERBUILh,e =
∑
k

ENERBUILh,k,e (4.129)

PENERBUILe .ENERBUILe =
∑
h

PENERBUILh,e .ENERBUILh,e (4.130)

ENERBUILe =
∑
h

ENERBUILh,e (4.131)

Agregation of total energy expenditure (automobile + build-
ing)

ENERh,k = PENERBUILh,k,0 .ENER
BUIL
h,k + EXPAUTOh,k (4.132)

PENERh,k.ENERhh,k = PENERBUILh,k .ENERBUILh,k (4.133)

+PEXP03,h.EXP
AUTO
h,k

ENERh = PENERBUILh,0 .ENERBUILh + EXPAUTOh (4.134)

PENERh.ENERh = PENERBUILh .ENERBUILh + PEXP03,h.EXP
AUTO
h

(4.135)

PENER.ENER = PENERBUIL.ENERBUIL + PEXP03.EXP
AUTO

(4.136)

EXPh,e = PENERBUILh,e .ENERBUILh,e + EXPAUTOh,e (4.137)

EXPe =
∑
h

EXPh,e (4.138)
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Notional household h's expenditures in commodity c:

c={01 02 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 19 20}

EXPnc,h.PEXPc,h = PEXPc,h.NEXPc,h (4.139)

+βEXPc,h (DISPINCh_V AL.(1−MPSh)− PNEXPh.NEXPh)

βEXPc,h,0 = (PEXPc,h,0.EXPc,h,0 − PEXPc,h,0.NEXPc,h,0)/

(DISPINCh_V AL.(1−MPSHHh Ph,0)− PNEXPh,0.NEXPh,0 − EXP
HOUSING_V AL
h,0

−EXPOTH_V AL13,h,0 − EXPMOB_V AL
h,0 )

is calibrated by inversing the above equation at the base year.

Household h's marginal propension to spend in commodity
c:

∆ln(βEXPc,h ) = (1− ηLES_CES).∆ln(
PEXPc,h
PEXPCESh

) (4.140)

The marginal propension to spend in commodity c is assumed constant. In a
future version, it may depend on the relative price to account for substitution
e�ects.

PEXPCESh =

[∑
c

βEXPc,h,0 .PEXPc,h
(1−ηLES_CES)

] 1

1−ηLES_CES

(4.141)

Household h's total necessary expenditures (value & vol-
ume):

PNEXPh.NEXPh =
∑
c

PEXPc,h.NEXPc,h (4.142)

NEXPh =
∑
c

NEXPc,h (4.143)
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Total expenditure by product c:

PEXPc.EXPc =
∑
h

PEXPc,h.EXPc,h (4.144)

EXPc =
∑
h

EXPc,h (4.145)

φEXPc,h =
EXPc,h
EXPc

(4.146)

Household h's expenditures price c:

c={01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24}

PEXPc,h = PCHc (4.147)

Domestic et imported households' consumption in com-
modity c:

∆CHDc,t = ∆EXP c,t + ∆SUBST_CHDc,t (4.148)

∆SUBST_CHDn
c,t = ηLV L4_HH∆(pchdc − pchmc).

PCHDc,t−1.CHDc,t−1

PCHc,t−1.CHc,t−1

∆CHM c,t = EXP c,t − CHDc (4.149)

∆SUBST_CHMn
c,t = ηLV L4_HH∆(pchmc − pchdc).

PCHMc,t−1.CHMc,t−1

PCHc,t−1.CHc,t−1

Ajustment :

c={01 02 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 19 20}

expc,h,t = µ1exp
n
c,h,t + (1− µ1).expc,h,t−1 + ∆expec,h (4.150)

∆expec,h,t = µ2∆expec,h,t−1 + µ3∆expc,h,t−1 + µ4∆expnc,h,t (4.151)

5 Prices

Production price in activity a

PY na = NCUa.(1 + TMDa) (5.1)
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Net cost per unit of production in activity a

NCUa.Ya = CUa.Ya + PIYaIYa + PISaISa − PSYaSYa +DIV HHa _V AL

(5.2)

+DIV GOVa _V AL+DIV ROWa _V AL+DIV BKa _V AL− La
L
.RTCOE

Cost per unit of production in activity a

CUa.Ya = CKaKa + CLaLaPROGa + PEaEa + PMAT aMAT a (5.3)

CLa.La = CL_SEa.L_SEa + CL_Sa.L_Sa (5.4)

Mark-up in activity a

TMDa = αTMD
a

Y a
Y OPTa

(5.5)

Potential production in activity a

∆yopta,t =
CKa,t−1Ka,t−1

CUa,t−1.Ya,t−1
∆ka,t +

CLa,t−1La,t−1PROGa,t−1
CUa,t−1.Ya,t−1

∆(la,t + proga,t)

(5.6)

+
PEa,t−1Ea,t−1
CUa,t−1.Ya,t−1

∆ea,t +
PMAT a,t−1MAT a,t−1

CUa,t−1.Ya,t−1
∆mata,t

Labor cost in activity a

CL_Sa =
W_Sa(1 + TCEa)

PROGa
(5.7)

CL_SEa =
W_SEa
PROGa

(5.8)

Capital cost in activity a

CKa,tKa,t = PIa,tKa,t−1(δa+ϕautofa K̇a,t)+PDEBTa,t−1DEBTa,t−1ra,t (5.9)

PDEBTa,t = PIAa (5.10)
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Composite intermediary consumption price in activity a

PMAT a.MATa =

20∑
c=1

PMAT c,a..MATc,a (5.11)

PEa.Ea =

24∑
c=21

PEc,a..Ec,a (5.12)

DEBTa = Ka (5.13)

In a future version, we may assume that capital is not integrally �nanced by
the debt.

Material price for commodity c paid by activity a (c=1,...,20)

PMAT c,a.MAT c,a = PMATDc.MATDc,a+PMATM c.MATM c,a forc = {1, ..., 20}
(5.14)

Energy price for commodity c paid by activity a (c=21,...,24)

PEc,a.Ec,a = PEDc.EDc,a + PEM c.EM c,a for c = {21, ..., 24} (5.15)

Aggregate investment price for activity a:

PIAa.IAa =
∑
c

PIAc,a.IAc,a (5.16)

Selling price (including margins, exclusive of VAT) for do-
mestic commodity c

PY QSc.Y QSc =PY Qc.Y Qc.(1 + TENERTDc ) + Y Qc(T
OTHD
c + TSUBc )

(5.17)

+ PMTDc.MTDc + PMCDc.MCDc if c 6= {14, ..., 19}
PY QSc.Y QSc = PY Qc.Y Qc.(1 + TENERTDc ) + Y Qc(T

OTHD
c + TSUBc ) if c = {14, ..., 19}

∆yqsc = ∆yqc (5.18)

Y QSc is the volume of the production expressed at market price before VAT.
It should not be seen as a composite of several "goods": production at base
price and margins. Indeed, its does not increase when the volume of the com-
mercial and transport margins increase. The price does instead. Its speci�ca-

tion is Y QSc,t = Y Qc,t

(
1 + TENERTc,0 + TOTHDc,0 + TSUBc,0 +

MTDc,0
Y Qc,0

+
MCDc,0
Y Qc,0

)
which is equivalent to 5.18, that is to assuming that Y QSc is always proportion-
nal to Y Qc. Writing it following the speci�cation composite of several goods,
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Y QSc,t = Y Qc,t

(
1 + TENERTc,0 + TOTHDc,0 + TSUBc,0 +

MTDc,t
Y Qc,t

+
MCDc,t
Y Qc,t

)
, would

lead to inacurate results since a decrease in the quantity of transport used per
unit of production would not lead to a decrease of the selling price. Notice that
the similarity with the speci�cation of the volume of a tax or a subvention. As
speci�ed earlier, we assume that an increase in the tax rate does not increase the
volume of the tax but increases its price. The volume of the tax increases only
when the volume of the taxe bases (e.g. consumption, production) increases.

Selling price (including margins, exclusive of VAT) for im-
ported commodity c

PMSc.MSc = PM c.M c.(1 + TOTHMc ) +M c.T
ENERTM
c + PMTMc.MTMc

+PMCMc.MCM c if c 6= {14, ..., 19}
(5.19)

PMSc.MSc = PM c.M c.(1 + TOTHMc ) +M c.T
ENERTM
c if c = {14, ..., 19}

∆msc = ∆mc (5.20)

Price of the domestically produced intermediary consump-
tion c

PMATDc,t = PY QSc,t

(
1 + TV ATDothc,t

)
(

1 + TV ATDothc,0

) if c = {1, ..., 20} (5.21)

PEDc,t = PY QSc,t

(
1 + TV ATDothc,t

)
(

1 + TV ATDothc,0

) if c = {21, ..., 24} (5.22)

Price of the imported intermediary consumtion c

PMATM c,t = PMSc,t

(
1 + TV ATMoth

c,t

)
(

1 + TV ATMoth
c,0

) if c = {1, ..., 20} (5.23)

PEM c,t = PMSc,t

(
1 + TV ATMoth

c,t

)
(

1 + TV ATMoth
c,0

) if c = {21, ..., 24} (5.24)

Domesticly produced households' consumption price for
commodity c

PCHDc,t = PY QSc,t

(
1 + TV ATDc,t

)(
1 + TV ATDc,0

) (5.25)
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Imported households' consumption price for commodity c

PCHM c,t = PMSc,t

(
1 + TV ATDc,t

)(
1 + TV ATDc,0

) (5.26)

Domesticly produced public spending price for commodity
c

PGDc,t = PY QSc,t

(
1 + TV ATDothc,t

)
(

1 + TV ATDothc,0

) (5.27)

Imported public spending price for commodity c

PGM c,t = PMSc,t

(
1 + TV ATMoth

c,t

)
(

1 + TV ATMoth
c,0

) (5.28)

Domesticly produced investment price for commodity c
bought by activity a

PIADc,t = PY QSc,t

(
1 + TV ATDothc,t

)
(

1 + TV ATDothc,0

) (5.29)

Imported investment price for commodity c

PIAM c,t = PMSc,t

(
1 + TV ATMoth

c,t

)
(

1 + TV ATMoth
c,0

) (5.30)

Domesticly produced export price for commodity c

PXDc = PY QSc (5.31)

Imported export price for commodity c

PXM c = PMSc (5.32)

Domesticly produced changes in inventories price for com-
modity c

PDSDc = PY QSc (5.33)
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Imported changes in inventories price for commodity c

PDSM c = PMSc (5.34)

Price of transport margins m paid on domesticly produced
commodity c

PMTDm,c =
Y Qm

Y Qm +Mm
PY QSm+

Mm

Y Qm +Mm
PMSm ifm = {14, ..., 18}andc6={14, ..., 18}

(5.35)

Price of transport margins m paid on imported commodity
c

PMTMm,c = PMTDm,c if m = {14, ..., 18} and c 6={14, ..., 18} (5.36)

Price of commercial margins paid on domesticly produced
commodity c

PMCDc =
Y Q19

Y Q19 +M19
PY QS19 +

M19

Y Q19 +M19
PMS19 if c6=19 (5.37)

Price of the imported transport margins m paid on com-
modity c

PMCMm,c = PMCDc if c6=19 (5.38)

Import price at base cost for commodity c

PM c = PWDc.TC (5.39)

Notional wage by activity:

∆wna,t = ρ1,a+ρ2,a∆pt+ρ3∆proga,t −ρ4,a∆(pma,t−p
y
a,t)−ρ5Ut−ρ6∆Ut+ρ7∆(la,t−lt)

(5.40)

∆w_sea,t = ∆w_sa,t (5.41)

Taylor Rule

R_Dir = θ1∆Ṗt − θ2∆Ut (5.42)
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6 Green House Gases Emissions and Energy

Carbon intensity of the energy commodities e:

ICe =
EMSe

QDe +Me −Xe
for e = 21, 22, 23 (6.1)

Emissions by activity and by type :

∆emse,a = ∆ea (6.2)

Aggregate emissions by activity :

EMSa =
∑
e

EMSe,a (6.3)

Decarbonation :

∆ems_dca = ∆mata (6.4)

GHG emissions of Households :

∆emse,h = ∆expe,h (6.5)

GHG emissions from building of Households

∆ems_hhBUILe,h,k = ∆ϕEXPe + ∆ener_buile,h,k (6.6)

EMS_HH_BUILh,k =
∑
e

EMS_HH_BUILe,h,k (6.7)

EMS_HH_BUILh =
∑
k

EMS_HH_BUILh,k (6.8)

EMS_HH_BUILk =
∑
h

EMS_HH_BUILh,k (6.9)

EMS_HH_BUIL =
∑
h

EMS_HH_BUILh (6.10)
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GHG emissions from building of Households

∆ems_hhAUTOe,h,k = ∆ϕEXPe + ∆ener_autoe,h,k (6.11)

EMS_HH_AUTOh,k =
∑
e

EMS_HH_AUTOe,h,k (6.12)

EMS_HH_AUTOh =
∑
k

EMS_HH_AUTOh,k (6.13)

EMS_HH_AUTOk =
∑
h

EMS_HH_AUTOh,k (6.14)

EMS_HH_AUTO =
∑
h

EMS_HH_AUTOh (6.15)

Aggregation of automobile and housing emissions

EMS_HHh,k,e = EMS_HH_AUTOe,h,k + EMS_HH_BUILe,h,k (6.16)

EMS_HHh,k =
∑
e

EMS_HHe,h,k (6.17)

EMS_HHh =
∑
k

EMS_HHh,k (6.18)

EMS_HHk =
∑
h

EMS_HHh,k (6.19)

EMS_HH =
∑
h

EMS_HHh (6.20)

Total of GHG emissions :

EMS = EMS_S + EMS_HH (6.21)

Aggregate emissions by source e:

EMSe =
∑
a

EMSe,a +
∑
h

EMSe,h (6.22)
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Energetic Consumption in Mtep of Households :

∆q_Mtep_He,h = ∆ener_buile,h (6.23)

Q_Mtep_He =
∑
h

Q_Mtep_He,h (6.24)

Q_Mtep_H =
∑
e

Q_Mtep_He,h (6.25)

∆q_Mtep_TRSPe,h = ∆ener_autoe,h (6.26)

Q_Mtep_TRSP e =
∑
h

Q_Mtep_TRSP e,h (6.27)

Q_Mtep_TRSP =
∑
e

Q_Mtep_TRSP e,h (6.28)

Energetic Production in Mtep :

∆q_Mtepe,a = ∆ee,a (6.29)

Q_Mtepe =
∑
a

Q_Mtepe,a +Q_Mtep_TRSPe +Q_Mtep_He (6.30)

Energetic consumption of automobile of households :

∆q_Mtep_autoparce,h = ∆ener_autoe,h (6.31)

Q_Mtep_AUTOPARCe =
∑
h

Q_Mtep_AUTOPARCe,h (6.32)

Q_Mtep_AUTOPARC =
∑

Q_Mtep_AUTOPARCe (6.33)

Energetic Production in Mtep by subsectors:

EDena =
∑
eEDena,e for ena ∈ a = 21, 2201, . . . , 2406

EMena =
∑
eEMena,e

(6.34)

Eena = EMena + EDena (6.35)

Q_Mtepena,e = ϕYena,e.(Q_Mtep_He+Q_Mtep_TRSPe+Q_Mtepe,a) for e = 22, 23, 24
(6.36)
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Conversion between primary energy and �nal energy:

Q_MtepEPena = ζENEena .Q_Mtepena (6.37)

Q_MtepEP =
∑
ena

Q_MtepEPena (6.38)

Aggregation of energy consumption

Q_Mtepe = Q_Mtep_He +
∑
a

Q_Mtepe,a +Q_Mtep_H_TRSPe (6.39)

Q_Mtep = Q_Mtepe (6.40)

Unitary energy prices in euro per Mtep :

PETEPe .Q_Mtepa,e = PEe.Ee,a (6.41)

PEXPTEPe .Q_Mtep_H,e = PENER_BUILe.ENER_BUILe (6.42)

PEXPTEPe .Q_Mtep_H,e = PEXP e.EXP e (6.43)

PEXP_TRSPTEPe .Q_Mtep_TRSP,h,e = PEXP03

∑
k

EXP_AUTOh,k,e

(6.44)

PEXPTEPe .Q_Mtep_He =
∑
k

PENER_BUILk,e.PEe.Ee,a (6.45)

Special Contribution to the Electricity's Public services:

CSPE = CSPE_elec+ CSPE_heat+ CSPE_biocarb (6.46)

CSPE_elecena =
(
CUa − CU23_foss

)
.Yena for a = 2305, 2306, 2307, 2308 > 0

(6.47)

CSPE_elec = CSPE_elec2305 + CSPE_elec2306+

CSPE_elec2307.
Q_Mtep2307,t−Q_Mtep2307,0

Q_Mtep2307,t
+ CSPE_elec2308

(6.48)
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CSPE_heatena = (CUa − CU2401) .Yena for a = 2402, 2403, 2404, 2405, 2406 > 0
(6.49)

CSPE_heat = CSPE_heat2402.
(
Q_Mtep2302,t−Q_Mtep2302,0

Q_Mtep2302,t

)
+

CSPE_heat2403 + CSPE_heat2404 + CSPE_heat2405 + CSPE_heat2406
(6.50)

CUfoss23 =

∑
ena CUena.Yena∑

ena Yena
for ena = 2301, 2302, 2303, 2304 > 0 (6.51)

CSPE_biocarb = (CU2202 − CU2201) .Y2202 (6.52)

7 Demography

Total employment (Full Time Employment equivalent):

L =
∑
a

(L_Sa + L_SEa) (7.1)

Employment level by sex and age (International Labor Or-
ganisation de�nition):

∆emplsex,age = ∆l (7.2)

Where sex = {Men, Women} and age = {15-19, 20-24, 25-54, 60-64, 65+}

Labor force by sex and age:

LFsex,age = PARTRsex,age.POP sex,age (7.3)

Labor force participation ratio by sex and age:

∆PARTRnsex,age = ∆PARTRTrendsex,age + βsex,age∆U (7.4)

Unemployment level by sex and age:

UNsex,age = LF sex,age − EMPLsex,age (7.5)
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Unemployment rate by sex and age:

Usex,age = UNsex,age/LF sex,age (7.6)

Usex = UNsex/LF sex (7.7)

Uage = UNage/LF age (7.8)

UNR_TOT = UN_TOT/LF_TOT (7.9)

Aggregation for unemployment:

UNage =
∑
sex

(UN_Mage + UN_Wage) (7.10)

UNsex =
∑
age

UNsex,age (7.11)

UN_TOT =
∑
sex

UNsex (7.12)

Aggregation for labor force:

LFage =
∑
sex

(LF_Mage + LF_Wage) (7.13)

LF sex =
∑
age

LF sex,age (7.14)

LF_TOT =
∑
sex

LF sex (7.15)

8 Other equations

Adjustment process and expectations:

For quantity and prices, the adjustment process and expectations are speci�ed
according to the following equations.

ln(Xt) = λX0 .ln(Xn
t ) + (1− λX0 )(ln(Xt−1) + ∆ln(Xe

t )) (8.1)

∆ln(Xe
t ) = λX1 .∆ln(Xe

t−1) + λX2 .∆ln(Xt−1) + λX3 .∆ln(Xn
t ) + λX4 .∆ln(Xt+1)

(8.2)
Where Xt is the e�ective value of a given variable (e.g. the production price,
labor, capital, etc), Xn

t its notional (or desired) level, Xe
t its expected (antic-

ipated) value at period t. The �rst equation assumes a geometric adjustment
process. The taking into account of the anticipation warrants that in the long
run the e�ective variable converge to their desired levels. The second equation
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assumes a general speci�cation for expectation that combines backward-looking
and forward-looking expectation. We assume further that in the long run ex-

pectation are accurate:

4∑
i=1

λXi = 1. We also assume that substitution e�ect

adjust slowly:

SUBST_Xt = λX5 .SUBST_X
n
t + (1− λX5 ).SUBST_Xt−1 (8.3)
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Appendix D Glossary of terms

used

Sets

a ∈ A Activities

c ∈ C Commodities

ena ∈ ENA Energetic activities ENA ⊂ A

m ∈M Margins M ⊂ A

h, h′ ∈ H Households

k, k′ ∈ K Energetic Class

e, e′ ∈ E Energetic commodities E ⊂ C

Endogenous variables

AIC_V AL Taxes on capital (in value)

AIC_V ALh Taxes on capital per quintile (in value)

AUTOh,k Automobile stock of household h per energy class k

AUTOk Automobile stock per energy class k

AUTOh Automobile stock of household h

AUTOt Total automobile stock

AUTODESt Stock of automobile destroyed

AUTODESh,t Stock of automobile destroyed of household h

βEXPc,h Variable of household h's marginal propension to spend
in commodity c

BONUS_ELECh Bonus received by the household h for buying an electric
car

BUILh,k Building stock of household h per energy class k (in m2)

BUILk Building stock per energy class k (in m2)

BUILh Building stock of household h (in m2)

BUILt Total building stock (in m2)

BUILDESt Stock of building destroyed (in m2)
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BUILDESh,t Stock of building destroyed of household h (in m2)

BUIL_V ERIFh Stock building veri�cation of household h for the initial
period

BUIL_V ERIF Total stock building veri�cation for the initial period

BF_G_V AL Public de�cit (in value)

CPerM2
e,k Energy e consumption per m² in buildings class k

CPerKMe,k Energy e consumption per Km in automobile class k

CHc Households'consumption of commodity c

CHDc Households' consumption of domestic commodity c

CHMc Households' consumption of imported commodity c

CIc Intermediary raw material c

CIDc Domestically produced intermediary raw material c

CIDc,a Domestically produced intermediary raw material c by
the activity a

CIMc Imported intermediary raw material c by the activity a

CIMc,a Imported intermediary raw material c

CKa Capital cost in activity a

CL Labor cost

CLa Labor cost in activity a

CL_S Labor cost of salary workers

CL_Sa Labor cost of salary workers in activity a

CL_SE Labor cost of self-employed workers

CL_SEa Labor cost of self-employed workers in activity a

CSEa Employeur Social cotisations in activity a

CSE Aggregated Employeur Social cotisations

CSE_ROW Total Employeur Social cotisations from the Rest Of
the World

CSE_TOT Total Employeur Social cotisations

CSS Aggregated Salary Social cotisations
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CSSa Salary social cotisations in activity a

CSS_SEa Self-Employed Social cotisations in the activity a

CSS_TOT Total Social cotisations

CUa Unitary Cost in the activity a

DEBT
AUTO_V AL
h,k,t Debt related to housing h for automobile class k

DEBT
NEWBUIL_V AL
h,k,t Debt related to housing h for new building k

DEBT
REHAB_V AL
h,k,t Debt related to housing h for building rehabilitationk

DC_V ALa Commercial balance in the activity a

DC_V AL Aggregated Commercial balance

DEBTa Debt in the activity a

DEBT_G_V AL Public debt

DEP_TCO_V AL Total amount of carbon tax receipts (in value)

DEP_V AL Public spendings

DISPINC_V AL Total net disposable income (in value)

DISPINCAI_V AL Total disposable income before taxation (in value)

DISPINCh_V AL Net Disposable income for household h (in value)

DISPINCAIh _V AL Disposable income before taxation for the household h
(in value)

DIV GOV_V AL Government receipts fron the private activity ( in value)

DIV HH_V AL Households dividend (in value)

DP_G_V AL Public de�cit ratio

DSc Stock variation in the commodity c

DSDc Stock variation in the domestically produced commod-
ity c

DSMc Stock variation of the imported commodity c

Ec Aggregate domestic energy c

Ec,a Aggregate domestic energy c produced by the activity
a

Eec Expected aggregate domestic energy c
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Enc Notional aggregate domestic energy c

EBEa Gross Operating Pro�t of the activity a

EBE Aggregate Gross Operating Pro�t

EDc Domestic energy c

EDena,e Energy e domestically produced and consumed by the
energetic sector ena

EDena Total of Energy domestically produced and consumed
by the energetic sector ena

EMc Imported energy c

EMena,e Energy e imported and consumed by the energetic sec-
tor ena

EMena Total of energy imported and consumed by the ener-
getic sector ena

EMPLsex,age Number of worker per sex and age

EMSa Amount of emissions of the activity a

EMSe Amount of emissions from source e

EMSe,a Amount of emissions from source e of the activity a

ENERBUIL Total energy consumption in Kwh

ENERBUILe Energy consumption in Kwh by type of energy e

ENERBUILh Energy consumption in Kwh related to housing h

ENERBUILh,e Energy consumption in Kwh related to housing h by
type of energy e

ENERBUILh,k Energy consumption in Kwh related to housing h per
energy class k

ENERBUILk Energy consumptionin Kwh per class k building

ENERBUILk,e Energy consumption in Kwh per building class k by
type of energy e

ENERBUILh,k,e Energy e consumption in Kwh in building class k related
to housing h

ENERh Total energy expenditure of household h (automobile +
building)
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ENERh,k Total energy expenditure of household h per energy
class k (automobile + building)

ENERperM2
h,k,e Energy consumption per M2 in Kwh of household h per

energy class k by type of energy e

ENERT c Taxes on the energetic products c (TICE,TICGN, TIPP,
TICC)

ENERTDc Taxes on the domestic energetic products c (TICE,TICGN,
TIPP, TICC)

ENERTMc Taxes on the imported energetic products c (TICE,TICGN,
TIPP, TICE)

EXPc Total household's expenditure in commodity c

EXPh,c Household's h expenditure in commodity c

EXP
OTH_V AL
03,h Household's h other expenditure in commodity 03 (in

Value)

EXP
OTH_V AL
13,h Household's h other expenditure in commodity 13 (in

Value)

EXPAUTO Household's h total automobile energy expenditure

EXPAUTOk,e Automobile energy expenditure per energy class k by
type of energy e

EXPAUTOh Household's h automobile energy expenditure

EXPAUTOh,k Household's h automobile energy expenditure per en-
ergy class k

EXPAUTOh,k,e Household's h automobile energy expenditure per en-
ergy class k by type of energy e

EXPBUILh,k,e Household's h building energy expenditure per energy
class k by type of energy e

EXPnh,c Notional Household's h expenditure in commodity c

EXP eh,c Expected Household's h expenditure in commodity c

EXPh Household's h expenditure

EXPHOUSING_V AL Total building expenditure (New building + rehabilita-
tion + energy expenditure)

EXP
HOUSING_V AL
h Household's h total building expenditure (New building

+ rehabilitation + energy expenditure)
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EXP
HOUSING_V AL
h,k Household's h total building expenditure per energy

class k (New building + rehabilitation + energy ex-
penditure)

EXPHOUSINGbis_V AL Total building expenditure bis

EXP
HOUSINGbis_V AL
h Household's h total building expenditure bis

EXPHOUSINGver_V AL Veri�cation of total building expenditure

EXP
HOUSINGver_V AL
h Household's h veri�cation of total building expenditure

EXP_MOB
OTH_V AL
h Household's h other mobility expenditure

EXP_MOBV ALh Household's h mobility expenditure

EXP_MOBAUTO_V AL Total automobile mobility expenditure

EXP_MOB
AUTO_V AL
h Household's h automobile mobility expenditure

EXP_MOB
AUTO_V AL
h,k Household's h automobile mobility expenditure in en-

ergy class k

EXP_MOBAUTObis_V AL Total automobile mobility expenditure bis

EXP_MOB
AUTObis_V AL
h Household's h automobile mobility expenditure bis

EXP_MOBAUTOver_V AL Veri�cation of total automobile mobility expendi-
ture

EXP_MOB
AUTOver_V AL
h Veri�cation of Household's h automobile mobility

expenditure

EXPnh,c Notional Household's h expenditure in commodity c

EXPNEWAUTO_V AL Total new automobile expenditure

EXP
NEWAUTO_V AL
h Household's h new automobile expenditure

EXP
NEWAUTO_V AL
h,k Household's h new automobile expenditure in energy

class k

EXPNEWBUIL_V AL Total new building expenditure

EXP
NEWBUIL_V AL
h Household's h new building expenditure

EXP
NEWBUIL_V AL
h,k Household's h new building expenditure in energy class

k

EXPREHAB_V AL Total rehabilitation expenditure in energy class k

EXP
REHAB_V AL
h Household's h rehabilitation expenditure
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EXP
REHAB_V AL
h,k Household's h rehabilitation expenditure

EXP elech,03 Household's h expenditures in an electric car

EXPGc Public expenditure in commodity c

EXPH Total household's expenditure

EXPHc Household's expenditure in commodity c

FW_V AL Households �nancial wealth (in value)

Gc Public expenditures of the public good c

GDc Public expenditures in the domestic public good c

GDP Gross domestic product (product de�nition)

GDPc Gross domestic product for commodity c

GDPbis Gross domestic product (product de�nition check)

GDPter Gross domestic product (value-added de�nition)

GMc Public expenditures of the imported public good c

Ic Private investment with the commodity c

IAa Aggregate Investment in the activity a

iac,a Commodity c investement in activity a

IADc,a Aggregate Investment in the activity a in domestic com-
modity c

IAMc,a Aggregate Investment in the activity a in imported com-
modity c

ICc commodity c

IDc Private investment with the domestically produced com-
modity c

IMc Private investment in imported commodity c

IR_V AL Aggregate tax on income

IRh_V AL Tax on income for the houshold h

IS Aggregate tax on bene�ts

ISa Taxe on ben�ts in activity a

IY Aggregate tax on activities
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IYa Tax on activity a

Ka Capital stock in the actvity a

KmAUTO
h Household's h automobile kilometers traveled

KmAUTO
h,k Household's h automobile kilometers by energy class k

KmTraveler
c,h Household's h kilometers traveled by type of transport

c

Km
Traveler_AUTO
h Household's h automobile kilometers traveled

KmTraveler
h Household's h total kilometers traveled

Ke
a Expected capital stock in activity a

Kn
a Notional capital stock in activity a

L Total employment

La Enployment in the activity a

LDh,k Household's h duration loan in class energy k

LDREHAB
h,k Household's h duration loan for building rehabilitation

in class energy k

Lea Expected employment in activity a

Lna Notional employment in activity a

L_S Total employment of salary workers

L_Sa Employment of salary workers in activity a

L_SE Total employment of self-employed workers

L_SEa Employment of self-employed workers in activity a

LFage Labor force by age

LFsexe,age Labor force by sexe and age

LF_TOT Total labor force

LFsexe Labor force by sexe

M Aggregate importation

M c Importation of commodity c

MATa Total raw material in actvity a

MATc,a Raw material of commodity c in the actvity a
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MAT ea Expected total raw material in actvity a

MATna Notional total raw material in actvity a

MATDc,a Domestic raw material of commodity c in activity a

MATMc,a Imported raw material of commodity c in activity a

MBISc Importation of commodity c (veri�cation)

MC Aggregate commercial margins on the commodity c

MCD Agregate ommercial margins on the domestic commod-
ity c

MCDc Commercial margins on the domestic commodity c

MCM Aggregate commercial margins on the imported com-
modity c

MCMc The commercial margins on the imported commodity c

MPSh The marginal propension to save of household h

MT Aggregate transport margins on the domestic commod-
ity

MT c Transport margins on the commodity c

MTD Aggregate transport margins on the domestic commod-
ity

MTDc Transport margins on the domestic commodity c

MTDa,c Transport margins of the sector a on the domestic com-
modity c

MTM Aggregate transport margins on the imported commod-
ity

MTMc Transport margins on the imported commodity c

MTMa,c Transport margins of the sector a on the imported com-
modity c

NCUa Net Unitary Cost in the activity a

NEWAUTOh Household's h new auto

NEWAUTOh,k Household's h new auto in class energy k

NEWBUILh Household's h new building

NEWBUILh,k Household's h new building in class energy k
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NEXPh Necessary expenditures of household's h

OTHT Aggregate others taxes

OTHT c Others taxes on the commodity c

OTHTDc Others taxes on the domestic commodity c

OTHTMc Others taxes on the imported commodity c

P Price

PARTRnsex,age Notional labor force participation by sex and age

.

P
Ener_m2_e

h,k Expected growth rate of energy price per m2 for house-
hold h in class k

.
p
Ener_m2
h,k Growth rate of energy price per m2 for household h in

class k

P
Ener_m2
h,k Energy price per m2 for household h in class k

P
I_auto
k Average price of investement in automobile class k

PREHABk Average price of the investement in renovation

PAUTOh,k Price of expenditure related to class k automobile

PCH Aggregate composite price for the consumed commod-
ity

PCHc Composite price for the consumed commodity c

PCHD Aggregate composite price of the domestic consumed
commodity

PCHDc Composite price of the domestic consumed commodity
c

PCHM Aggregate composite price of the imported consumed
commodity

PCHMc Composite price of the imported consumed commodity
c

PCI Aggregate composite price for the intermediary raw ma-
terial

PCID Aggregate composite price for the domestic intermedi-
ary raw material c

PCIDc Composite price for the domestic intermediary raw ma-
terial c
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PCIDc,a Composite price for the domestic intermediary raw ma-
terial c in activity a

PCIMc Aggregate composite price for the imported intermedi-
ary raw material

PCIMc Composite price for the imported intermediary raw ma-
terial c

PCIMc,a Composite price for the imported intermediary raw ma-
terial c in activity a

PCSE Aggregate price of employer social contribution paid by
domestic producer

PCSEa Price of employer social contribution paid by domestic
producer in activity a

PCSEROW Price of employer social contribution paid by foreign
domestic producer

PCSESE Price of employer social contribution paid by self-employed
worker

PCSETOTa Price of the total employer social contribution

PCSS Aggregate price of salary social contribution paid by
domestic producers

PCSSa Price of salary social contribution paid by domestic pro-
ducer in activity a

PCSSTOT Price of the total salary social contribution paid by do-
mestic producers

PDEBTa Price of the debt of activity a

PDEBT Aggregate price of the debt of activities

PDS Aggregate price of changes in inventories for commodi-
ties

PDSc Price of changes in inventories for commodity c

PDSD Aggregate price of domestically produced changes in
inventories for commodities

PDSDc Price of domestically produced changes in inventories
for commodity c

PDSM Aggregate price of imported changes in inventories for
commodities
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PDSMc Price of imported changes in inventories for commodity
c

PDIVa Price of dividents paid by activitya

PE Composite Price of the energy

PEc Aggregate Price of the energy c

PEc,a Aggregate Price of the energy c in the activity a

PETEPe Unitary energy production in euro per Mtep by type of
energy e for productive use

PEBE Aggregate composite price Gross Operating Pro�t

PEBEc Composite price of the commodity c Gross Operating
Pro�t

PEDc Aggregate Price of the domestic energy c

PEMc Aggregated price of the imported energy c

PEDc,a Price of the domestic energy c in activity a

PEMc,a Aggregated price of the imported energy c

PENER Price of energy consumption

PENERh Household's h agregate price of energy consumption

PENERh,k Household's h aggregate price of energy consumption in
energy class k

PENERBUIL Aggregate price of building energy consumption in en-
ergy class k

PENERBUILe Aggregate price of building energy consumption by type
of energy e

PENERBUILh Household's h aggregate price of building energy con-
sumption

PENERBUILh,e Household's h aggregate price of building energy con-
sumption by type of energy e

PENERBUILh,k Average energy price paid in class k building

PENERBUILh,k,e Household's h price of building energy consumption by
type of energy e in energy class k

PENERT Aggregate composite price of the taxes on the energetic
products (TICE,TICGN, TIPP, TICC)
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PENERT c Composite price of the taxes on the energetic products
c (TICE,TICGN, TIPP, TICC)

PENERTDc Composite price of the taxes on the domestic energetic
products c (TICE,TICGN, TIPP, TICC)

PENERTM c Composite price of the taxes on the imported energetic
products c (TICE,TICGN, TIPP, TICC)

PEXPc,h Price of household h's h expenditure in commodity c

PEXPh Price of household h's h expenditure

PEXPTEPe Unitary energy production in euro per Mtep by type of
energy e for domestic use

PEXP_TRSPTEPe Unitary energy production in euro per Mtep by type of
energy e for transportation use

PEXP eff03 Expenditures Price in an e�cient automobile k = A,B,C

PEXPH Price of total household expenditure

PEXPGc Aggregate price of the public expenditures in commod-
ity c

PG Agregate composite public spending price

PGc Composite public spending price for commodity c

PGD Aggregate domestically produced public spending price

PGDc Domestically produced public spending price for com-
modity c

PGDP Composite price for the gross domestic product

PGDPc Composite price for the gross domestic product for each
product c

PGDPbis Composite price for the gross domestic product (aggre-
gation of PGDPc)

PGDPter Composite price for the gross domestic product (Added
Value Method)

PGM Aggregate import public spending price

PGMc Import public spending price for commodity c

φEXPc,h Household's h expenditure share in commodiy c

φEXP03bis,h Household's h expenditure share in new automobile
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φEXP13bis,h Household's h expenditure share in new building

φNRJa Energy share in activity a

PI Agregate composite price for the domestic intermediary
raw materials

PIc Composite price for the domestic intermediary raw ma-
terial c

PIA Investment composite price

PIAa Investment composite price in activity a

PIAc,a Investment composite price for commodity c in activity
a

PIADc Domestically produced investment price for commodity
c

PIAMc Imported investment price for commodity c

PID Composite price of the domestic private investment

PIDc Composite price of the domestic private investment for
commodity c

PIM Composite price of the private investment in imported

PIMc Composite price of the private investment in imported
commodity c

PIR Composite price of the tax on income

PIS Price of tax on bene�ts

PISc Price of tax on bene�ts on commodity c

PIY Price of tax on activities

PIYa Price of tax on activity a

PKa Price of capital stock on activity a

PM Import Price at base cost

PMa Import Price at base cost on activity a

PMAT Aggregate price of the material raws

PMATc Price of the material raws c

PMAT c,a Price of the material for the imported commodity c in
the activity araw in the sectora
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PMATDc Aggregated price of the domestic material raws c

PMATMc Aggregated price of the imported material raws c

PMCc Composite price of the the commercial margins on the
commodity c

PMCD Composite price of the the commercial margins on the
domestic commodities

PMCDc Composite price of the the commercial margins on the
domestic commodity c

PMCM Composite price of the the commercial margins on the
imported commodities

PMCMc Composite price of the the commercial margins on the
imported commodity c

PMSc Composite selling price of the imported production on
the commodity c

PMTc Composite price of the transport margins of the sector
a on the commodity c

PMTD Composite price of the transport margins on the do-
mestic commodities

PMTDc Composite price of the transport margins on the do-
mestic commodity c

PMTDc,a Composite price of the transport margins of the sector
a on the domestic commodity c

PMTM Composite price of the transport margins on the im-
ported commodities

PMTMc Composite price of the transport margins of the im-
ported commodity c

PMTMc,a Composite price of the transport margins of the sector
a on the imported commodity c

PNEWAUTO
h Price of household's h new auto

PNEWAUTO
h,k Price of household's h new auto in class energy k

PNEWBUIL Price of new building

PNEWBUIL
h Price of household's h new building

PNEWBUIL
h,k Price of household's h new building in class energy k
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POTHT Composite price of others taxes on commodities

POTHTc Composite price of others taxes on commodity c

POTHDc Composite price of others taxes on the domestic com-
modity c

POTHTMc Composite price of others taxes on the imported com-
modity c

PQc Composite price for product

PQc Composite price for product on commodity c

PQD Agregate composite price for the domestic commodities

PQDc Composite price for the domestic commodity c

PQM Agragte composite price for the imported commodities

PQMc Composite price for the imported commodity c

P
REHAB_δ
h,k Price of household's h building rehabilitation in class k

PREHABh,k Price of household's h building rehabilitation in class k

PREHABh,k,k′ Price of household's h building rehabilitation from en-
ergy class k′ to energy class k

PRESOC_DOMOth_V ALOthers domestic social prestations

PRESOC_DOMU_V AL unployment social prestations

PRESOC_DOM_V AL Agregate domestic social prestations

PRESOC_V AL Agregate social prestations

PSUB Agregate composite price of the subvention on com-
modities

PSUBc Composite price of the subvention on commodity c

PSY Price of subvention on activities

PSYa Price of subvention on activity a

PTAX Composite price of the taxes

PTAXc Composite price of the taxes on the commodity c

PV A Composite price for the Added-Value

PV Ac Composite price for the Added-Value of the commodity
c
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PV AT Aggregate composite price of the Value Added Tax

PV ATc Composite price of the Value Added Tax on commodity
c

PV ATDc Composite price of the Value Added Tax on domestic
commodity c

PV ATMc Composite price of the Value Added Tax on imported
commodity c

PX Aggregate composite price of export

PXc Composite price of export on commodityc

PXD Aggregate price of the exports of the commodity c

PXDc Price of the exports of the commodity c

PXM Aggregate price of the exported importations

PXMc Price of the exported importations of the commodity c

PY Aggregate price of the domestically production

PYa Price of the domestically production in the activitya

PY ea Expected Price of the domestically production in the
activity a

PY na Notional price of the domestically production in the
activity a

PY Q Aggregate composite price of the domestically produc-
tion

PY Qc Composite price of the domestically production on com-
modity c

PY QSc Selling price for domestic commodity c

Q Aggregate produced commodity c

Qc Produced commodity c

QD Domestically produced commodities

QDc Domestically produced commodity c

QM Imported commodities

QMc Imported commodity c
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QMTEP
a Energy production in activity a expressed in physical

currency

Q
MTEP_H
e,h Consumption of energy e in class of household h ex-

pressed in physical currency

Q
MTEP_H_TRSP
e,h Consumption of energy e in class of household h ex-

pressed in physical currency linked to a transportation
use

Q
MTEP_H_TRSP
e,h Consumption of energy e in class of household h ex-

pressed in physical currency linked to a transportation
use

Q
MTEP_EP
2301 Primary energy production of nuclear sector

Q
MTEP_EF
2301 Final energy production of nuclear sector

R Interest rate

Ra Interest rate in activity a

R
CASh_auto
k Share of investement in automobile paid cash

RLOANh,k Household's h share of investment in building paid with
a loan in energy class k

R
LOAN_REHAB
h,k Household's h share of investment in building rehabili-

tation paid with a loan in energy class k

R
REHAB_DEBT
h,k Household's h share of debt in building rehabilitation

REHAB Total building rehabilitation (in m2)

REHABh Household's h building rehabilitation (in m2)

REHABh,k Household's h building rehabilitation in energy class k
(in m2)

REHABh,k,k′ household's h building rehabilitation from energy class
k′ to energy class k (in m2)

R
LOAN_auto
k Share of investement in automobile paid with a loan

RIk Interest rate

R
I_auto
k Interest rate of automobile

RRMBS
k Rate of reimbursement of the debt

R
RMBS_auto
k Rate of reimbursement of the automobile debt
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RSUBk Rate of subsidies on investement in energy e�ciency

R
SUB_auto
k Rate of subsidies on investement in automobile

R_Dir Interest rate by the taylor rule

Re Expected interest rate

RG Interest rate

RN Notional interest rate

REC_V AL Public receipts

RTCOh Carbon tax redistributed to household h

RTCOE Carbon tax redistributed to the economic activities

S Aggregate saving

Sh Saving of household h

SDc Domectic stock/inventories for commodity c

SDe
c Domestic expected stock/inventories for commodity c

SDn
c Domestic notional stock/inventories for commodity c

SMc Imported stock/inventories for commodity c

SMe
c Imported expected stock/inventories for commodity c

SMn
c Imported notional stock/inventories for commodity c

STANDARD_BUIL buildings norms

SUB Agregate subvention

SUBc Subvention on the commodity c

SUBST_CHDc Factor of substitution of domestic household consump-
tion in commodity c

SUBST_CHDn
c Factor of substitution of domestic household consump-

tion in commodity c (notional)

SUBST_CHMc Factor of substitution of imported household consump-
tion in commodity c

SUBST_CHMn
c Factor of substitution of imported household consump-

tion in commodity c (notional)

SUBST_Ena Factor of substitution of energy(notional)
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SUBST_Ea Factor of substitution of energy

SUBST_E_nc,a Factor of substitution between energy sources (c=21...24)
(notional)

SUBST_Ec,a Factor of substitution between energy sources (c=21...24)

SUBST_EDc,a Factor of substitution for domestic energy c in activity
a (c=21...24)

SUBST_EDn
c,a Factor of substitution for domestic energy c in activity

a (c=21...24) (notional)

SUBST_EMc,a Factor of substitution for imported energy c in activity
a (c=21...24)

SUBST_EMn
c,a Factor of substitution for imported energy c in activity

a (c=21...24) (notional)

SUBST_GDn
c Factor of substitution for domestic government con-

sumption in commodity c (notional)

SUBST_GDc Factor of substitution for domestic government con-
sumption in commodity c

SUBST_GMc Factor of substitution for imported government con-
sumption in commodity c

SUBST_IADc,a Factor of substitution for domestic investment in com-
modity c (c=14...18)

SUBST_IADn
c,a Factor of substitution for domestic investment in com-

modity c (c=14...18) (notional)

SUBST_IAMc,a Factor of substitution for imported investment in com-
modity c (c=14...18)

SUBST_Kn
a Factor of substitution of capital (notional)

SUBST_Ka Factor of substitution of capital

SUBST_Lna Factor of substitution of labor (notional)

SUBST_La Factor of substitution of labor

SUBST_MATa Factor of substitution of material

SUBST_MATnc,a Factor of substitution between transport of intermedi-
ary consumption (c=14...18) (notional)

SUBST_MAT c,a Factor of substitution between transport of intermedi-
ary consumption (c=14...18)
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SUBST_MATna Factor of substitution of material (notional)

SUBST_MATDn
c,a Factor of substitution between domestic transport of

material raw (c=14...18) (notional)

SUBST_MATDc,a Factor of substitution between transport of intermedi-
ary consumption (c=14...18)

SUBST_MATMn
c,a Factor of substitution between foreign, transport of in-

termediary consumption (c=14...18) (notional)

SUBST_MATM c,a Factor of substitution between transport of intermedi-
ary consumption (c=14...18)

SUBST_MTDn
c,a Factor of substitution between domestic transports (c=14...18)

(notional)

SUBST_MTDc,a Factor of substitution between domestic transports (c=14...18)

SUBST_MTMn
c,a Factor of substitution between foreign transports (c=14...18)

(notional)

SUBST_MTMc,a Factor of substitution between foreign transports (c=14...18)

SUBST_Xc Factor of substitution for exportation in commodity c

SUBST_Xn
c Factor of substitution for exportation in commodity c

(notional)

SUBST_XDc Factor of substitution for exportation of domestic prod-
ucts in commodity c

SUBST_XDn
c Factor of substitution for exportation of domestic prod-

ucts in commodity c (notional)

SUBST_XMc Factor of substitution for exportation of imported prod-
ucts in commodity c∑

ϕREHABh,k sum of household's h renovation share of class k building

SY Agregate subvention on activities

SYa Subvention on activity a

τREHABh,k Household's h proportion of buildings rehabilitated in
energy class k

τ
REHAB_n
h,k Household's h notional proportion of buildings rehabil-

itated in energy class k

TAX Aggregate Tax on domestic commodity c

TAXc Tax on domestic commodity c
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TCOc_V AL Carbon tax on commodity c

TCODc_V AL Carbon tax on domestic commodity c

TMDa Mark-up in activity a

TS saving rate

TSh Household's h saving rate

UCEh,k Household's h user cost of energy building in energy
class k

UC
E_REHAB
h,k Household's h user cost of energy building in energy

class k

UCh,k Household's h user cost of building in energy class k

UCKh,k Household's h user cost of capital building in energy
class k

UC
K_REHAB
h,k Household's h user cost of capital building rehabilita-

tion in energy class k

UCREHABh,k Household's h user cost building rehabilitation in en-
ergy class k

UNage Unemployment level by age

UNsex,age Unemployment level by sex and age

UNsex Unemployment level by sex

UNRage Unemployment rate by age

UNR_FR Unemployment rate in France

UNR_HFR Unemployment rate in France

UNRsex,age Unemployment rate by sex and age

UNRsex Unemployment rate by sex

UNR_TOT Total unemployment rate

UNR_ZE European unemployment rate

V A Agregate value-added

V Aa Value-added in activity a

V AT Value Added Tax on domestic commodities

V AT c Value Added Tax on domestic commodity c
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V ATDc Value Added T)ax on domestic commodity c

V ATMc Value Added Tax on imported commodity c

V ER_P
REHAB_δ
h,k Veri�cation of price household's h building rehabilita-

tion in class k

V ER_BUIL Veri�cation of building stock (in m2)

V ER_ϕ
REHAB

h,k Veri�cation of household's h renovation share of class k
building

W Agregate wage

W_S Agregate wage of salaries

W_Sa Wage of salaries in activity a

W_Sea Expected wage of salaries in activity a

W_Sna Notional wage of salaries in activity a

W_SE Agregate wage of self employment

W_SEa Wage of self employment in activity a

X Exportations of the commodities

Xc Exportations of the commodity c

XD Aggregate exportations of the domestically produced
commodities

XDc Exportations of the domestically produced commodity
c

XM Aggregate re-exported importations of the commodities

XMc Re-exported importations of the commodity c

Y Aggregate production

Ya Production in activity a

Yc,a Production of the commodity c in activity a

Y OPTa Potential production in activity a

Y Q Aggregate production

Y Qc Production in commodity c

Y Qbisc Production in commodity c (veri�cation)

Y QSc The volume of the production in commodity c expressed
at market price before VAT
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Exogenous variables

BF_G_V AL_ajust Public de�cit adjustment(in value)

CSS_ROW Social salary cotisations paid by the Rest Of the World

CSS_SE Social salary cotisations paid by the Self-employed work-
ers

DEBT20 Debt in the activity 20

DIV BKa _V AL Dividends paid to the Bank by the sector a (in value)

DIV GOVa _V AL Dividends paid to the governement by the sector a (in
value)

DIV HHa _V AL Dividends paid to the household by the sector a (in
value)

DIV ROWa _V AL Dividends paid to the rest of the world by the sector a
(in value)

DNAIRU Non-Accelerating In�ation Rate of Unemployment

DP_Gn_V AL Notional public de�cit expressed in percentage of GDP

DSDc Stock variation of the domestic commodity c

DSMc Stock variation of the imported commodity c

EXPG_TREND Total public spendings

GR_PROGEa Growth rate of technical Progress for energy in activity
a

GR_PROGKa Growth rate of technical Progress for energy in activity
a

GR_PROGLa Growth rate of technical Progress for energy in activity
a

INFL_ZE_TARGET Target in�ation of europe zone

INT_V AL Total interest for household (in value)

LDk Duration of the loan

LDauto
k Duration of the automobile loan

POPsex,age Population by sex and age

POPTOT Total population
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PRESOC_ROW_V AL Social prestation to the bene�t of the Rest Of the
World (in value)

PROGja Index of Autonomous Technical Progress coe�cient for
input j = {K,L,E,M} in activity a

PWDc World price for commodity c

SB_ROW foreign salary base

TAIC Rate of tax capital hold by the households

TC euro currency change rate

TBONUS_elec Rate of bonus granting for the buying of an electric car

TTCO Rate of carbon tax

TCSSa Employe social contribution rate by activity a

TCSS_ROW Employe social contribution rate paid by the rest of the
world

TCSS_SE Employe social contribution rate paid by self-employed

TENERTDc Energy tax rate on domestic produced commodity c

TENERTMc Energy tax rate on imported commodity c

T gth_elec Penetration rate of the electric automobile

T IR Rate of tax on household's income

T ISa Rate of tax on bene�ts

T IY Na Rate of tax on activity a

TOTHDc Rate of other tax on domestically produced commodity
c

TOTHMc Rate of other tax on imported commodity c

TR_ROW_V AL Transferts toward the rest of the world (in value)

TSUBc Subvention rate on domestically produced commodity
c

TSY Na Subvention rate for activities a

TV ATDc VAT rate on domestic produced households consump-
tion c

TV ATMc VAT rate on imported households consumption c
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TV ATDOTHc VAT rate on domestic produced commodity c (applied
on intermediary consumption, investments and govern-
ment consumption)

TV ATMOTH
c VAT rate on domestic produced commodity c (applied

on intermediary consumption, investments and govern-
ment consumption)

WDc World demand for the product c

Greek symbols (parameters)

αAUTO

αSa Share of the annual production this stocked by activity
a

αTCO Share of the carbon tax receipts redistributed toward
the households

βEMP
sex,age Participation rate to the labor market for each popula-

tion of age age and sex sex

ϕNewBUILh,k Share of the new building contructed with a class k label

δBUILh,k Depreciation rate from class k to k'

δa Depreciation rate of the capital in sector a

τREHABh,k Proportion of the building of categoriy k is rehabilitated

ϕREHABh,k′,k share of the renovation of class k' building that are re-
habilitated toward class k

ϕNewAUTOh,k Share of the new automobile contructed with a class k
label

δAUTOh,k Automobile depreciation rate

ϕKa Share (in value) of capital into the production of activ-
ity a

ϕLa Share (in value) of labor into the production of activity
a

ϕEa Share (in value) of energy into the production of activity
a

ϕMa Share (in value) of material into the production of ac-
tivity a
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ϕTCOh Share of the household carbon tax receipt redistributed
toward the household h

ϕYc,a Share of the commodity c produced by the activity a

ϕAUTO Share of the auto in the transports

ηj,j
′

a Elasticity of substitution in activity a between the pro-
duction factors j = {K,L,E,M} and j' = {K,L,E,M} for
j 6= j′

η
BUIL_i,i′

h,k,e Inter-energy Elasticity of substitution for each house-
hold h and by type of energy e

ηBONUS_elec Elasticity between the demand in electric car and the
level of the electric bonus

ηAUTO_elec Elasticity between the demand in electric car and the
relative price of fuel energy

ηprest Elasticity of the other social prestations to the level of
unemployment

ηcd,cm Armington's elasticity between the domestic good cd
and the imported one cm

ηLES_CES Elasticity of the L.E.S consumption function

ηMOB_TRSP_COL Elasticity of substitution between the automobile and
the collective transports

φEXPc,h Share of the expenditure c on the comsumption

αTMD
a Elasticity of mark-up with production in activity a

ζENEe conversion factor between primary and �nal energy pro-
duction by type of energy e

λXi Ajustement parameter i = {1,..,5} for variable X (see
Equations 8.1, 8.2, 8.3)
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